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ASUPS Violates "Forgotten" By-Law
Student Government Elections And Procedures Questioned

ARTICLE III
Section ,4: ELECTIONS COMMITTEE
5 The nominating procedure for ASUPS elected of
shall be as follows..
c. All candidates shall be full time students at the
time of the general election, as defined by the
University of Puget Sound with a grade point
average of 2.0 or higher. The CPA requirement exchides first semester Freshmen. Proof of both
claims shall be provided by the candidates before
the general election. An official of the ASUPS shall
carry a minimum of three IX units per semester
dung his/her term in office.

Examination of the minutes for
the Senate sessions prior to the
passage of this By-Law indicate two
reasons for its implementation. First,
it was designed to prevent the candidacy of students already having
academic difficulty, who may not be
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by Dave Ryan
According to the ASUPS By-Laws,
certain officials of ASUPS are ineligible to hold their positions. Last fall's
ASUPS election, as well as the recent spring election, were also in
violation of the By-Laws. Last May 6,
under the current administration,
the Senate added Subsection C to
Section 5, Article III of the ASUPS
By-Laws.
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able to handle the additional work
load. Secondly, it was intended to
deter those holding offices from
making their ASB positions full time
responsibilities, while attending
school on the side. Before passage
of Subsection C, 1981-82 Student
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President Mike Healey, Senator

whose eligibility is
being questioned.

ASUPS President, Two Senators Ineligible

by Jerry Everard
It appears that due to the ineffectiveness and inefficiency of the
ASUPS governmental system, certain key officials of that body have
been allowed to hold their positions
while not meeting eligibility requirements for office. Certain
discoveries of peculiar irregularities
by the Trail staff have raised questions concerning the eligibility of 2
Senators, Tom Sarris and Susan
Kaintz, and President Mike Healey.
On May 6, 1982 the Senate passed
a By-Law which required all officials
of ASUPS holding office to carry at
least 3 units throughout their term. It
appears that this By-Law was forgotten due to mismanagement of affairs. As a result of this mismanagement, ASUPS may have been
without a legal President since at
least October 17, 1982. Kaintz appears to have been ineligible since
before mid-term last fall, and Sarris
since the beginning of spring term of
1983.
The problem was promptly handed to the Student Court by the
ASUPS executives when it was
brought to their attention. The executives felt that this body was better equipped to deal with it because
of impartiality.
The repercussions of this
mismanagement are many and far-

reaching. As President Healey points
out, "We could conceivably have to
go back and look at every vote that
was taken by the people that were in
violation." If Student Court decides
that these officials were ineligible to
hold their offices, as the By-Law
specifically states, even motions and
seconds of motions made by these
people could be ruled invalid. This
would mean that much of the work
done last fall would have to be
presented again to the Senate in
order to be valid.
If the By-Law is upheld by Student
Court and these candidates ruled in-

eligible to hold their positions, even
appointments made by President
Healey would be invalidated.
Healey made several appointments
to various committees last fall including alternates to the Student
Court itself. It seems that this oversight could even be as far-reaching
as to nullify such creations as the
Student Media Board.
nne of the reasons for enactinp
the By-Law was to ensure that students prioritized their lives in such,
a way as to keep school first. Vice
continued on page 3
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Body President Aaron Petersen
pointed out to the Senate body the
fact that the 1981-82 Student Handbook stipulated academic guidlines
for students participating in extracurricular activities. (The handbook
makes specific reference to intercollegiate sports.) President Peterson believed that it would be prudent for ASUPS to set similar
guidelines regarding officials of their
own organization.
It appears that verification of officials' class loads has not taken
place since the implementation of
the By-Law. Both Executive Vice
President Chris Caron and Senate
Elections Committee Chairperson
Brant Henshaw admit that no proof
of academic standing or class load
were ever solicited, or provided, in
either the fall 1982 or spring 1983
ASUPS elections as prescribed by
Subsection C.
Both Caron and Henshaw claim to
have had no knowledge of such a requirement at the time of the elections. Caron added, "None of us
were even aware of it until about a
week and a half ago when someone
brought it to our attention." Caron
declined to comment on the identity
of the person who informed the Executives of the Student Body about
the By-Law that was passed at the
beginning of their own terms, and
sets guidelines applicable to all
ASUPS officials, including the executives themselves.
All three ASUPS executive officers agree that the By-Laws are indeed in need of revision. Outgoing
President Healey believes that the
best way to maintain updated ByLaws is to keep a file including each
Section on separate pages, and
replace or add pages as changes occur. The edition of ASUPS By-Laws
available for inspection in the ASB
office is dated April, 1981. It is also
marked "currently under revision."
These By-Laws have been awaiting a
revised edition for the better part of
two Executive administrations, and
will continue to be waiting into the
next administration. Last spring Executive Vice President Caron was
elected to his position on a platform
that emphasized updating the document. Last fall the Governance Committee was charged with this task,
and has not produced any revision
to this date. President Healey
believes it is possible that other ByLaws have been properly passed,
forgotten and violated as well.
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EDITORIAL
Irregularities Indicate Full ASUPS Review Needed
by M. Scott Hamilton
The recent discovery of severe irregularities in the process of ensuring that ASUPS officials are eligible
to hold their offices, coupled with
the fact that liaison responsibilities
are apparently sometimes ignored
by senators indicate that a full
review of the entire ASUPS system
of government must be made immediately.
Now is the time for the students of
UPS to take a close look at the
government that represents them
and determine the ways in which
might be improved to best meet the
needs of all its constituents, not just
the select groups that are powerful
and motivated enough to provide
for the articulation of their own interests.
The case of ineligible persons serving in high positions is but one
symptom of a "disease" which affects the whole student body. We've
all heard the word for it before, and
we're sick and tired of hearing it, but
it's time this disease was dealt with.
The word for it is apathy and, contrary to popular belief and some
candidate's speeches, there is a way
of dealing with it, effectively and
constructively, for the good of all
students of this University.
An ASUPS Review Committee
should be created to closely ex-

amine several key aspects of student
government, and to recommend
possible changes to be made in the
system. This committee should be
composed of representatives from
various segments of the UPS student
population, chosen to ensure diversity. Elements of ASUPS which should
be studied by the proposed review
committee include: 1) the effectiveness of the liaison program, in
the opinion of the students it
represents — and doesn't represent,
2) the application and election procedures for senators and executive
officers, especially the procedures
by which candidates are certified as
to their continuing eligibility for offices, and 3) possible alternatives to
the present structure of student
government.
For years, a great deal of electiontime talk has been devoted to improving communication between
ASUPS and students. Unfortunately,
that's all that it has been - talk. Now
is clearly the time for real action. "Is
the liaison system outmoded, or is it
just not working correctly because
senators are neglecting their
duties?" "Should senators that
neglect their liaison responsibilities
be removed from office?" These are
questions the Review Committee
must ask the students - all of the
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students - not just greeks and oncampus independents
The fact that students are applying for and/or serving in positions in
UPS student government and are not
being certified as to their eligibility
is appalling. The Review Committee
should definitely take a look at current procedure, or lack of procedure, in the area of eligibility certification and work to rectify this unconscionable situtation.
The student government here has
not in recent years guaranteed any
certain number of seats to offcampus students, including commuters. This is regrettable, considering the fact that 55 percent of the
students at UPS live off-campus. It
should come as no surprise that
these students are reluctant to get
involved in "student" government,
when one considers that they face
an ASUPS system which encourages
the dominance of local powervoting blocs by centralizing debate
between candidates in programs at
dormitories, fraternities, and
sororities. The recent short debates
on KUPS, the Trail candidate
statements, and the Cellar interviews help somewhat in alleviating
this problem, but the system is still
primarily oriented to the on-campus
student and on-campus candidates
and voting groups.
Perhaps UPS and the proposed
Review Committee would benefit
from examination of Pacific
Lutheran University's recently
reorganized system of student
.
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government. Under PLU's new
system, 11 senators are elected, with
five representing specific districts,
three elected at-large, and three
representing off-campus students.
These senators are required to stay
in close contact with and originate
from the ranks of their respective
constituencies According to ASPLU
President Rick Brauen, the students
of PLU have "great hopes" for this
new system, and although some difficulties will probably need to be
ironed out, they are confident that it
will work much better than the
previous system of government.
The ASPLU system is, of course,
only one alternative for the ASUPS
Review Committee to consider.
There are many other courses of action the proposed committee could
take in dealing with the serious problems currently facing UPS student
government.
We of the Trail, the official
newspaper of the Associated
Students of the University of Puget
Sound, urge that students take the
initiative and form a Review Committee such as the one we have
recommended. Failure to deal
thoroughly and meaningfully with
the "disease" of the ASUPS system,
its shortcomings and inequities, will
only result in a further deterioration
of the effectiveness of UPS student
government. Again, the time for talk
and perpetuating a stagnant system
is over. The time for productive action, perhaps for changing that
system, is now.
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GOVERNMENT
"It Just Never Made It From
continued from page 1
President Chris Caron states, "If we
wanted someone here to be just the
Trail editor we could bring in a professional to do that, if we want someone to run Associated Student
Government and take care of
students' needs, we could bring in
a professional .administrator to do
that, but we want student emph,,is
so I think they should be students."
He said more concisely, "I think a
student leader should be a student."
When asked why he did not take a
full academic load last fall, Healey
replied, "I was just overburdened
with work, and in order to do an effective job that I thought I was
elected to do, I had to drop below

three units." Healey went on to address this issue later in the interview
and said, "I had a choice of
priorities, a choice of my commitment. I could either commit myself
to my studying at that point, or comm it myself to the ASUPS
Presidency." In summary Healey
declared, "From the first day I was
elected that really became my
priority, the Presidency."
Commenting on how such a
mismanagement of affairs could occur in the first place, Healey claims,
"this thing got thrown in the back
drawer and we forgot about it."
Caron further clarified the question
by declaring: "It was a mistake by

The Minutes To The By-Laws ,f
everyone. It just never made it from
the minutes to the By-Laws." Caron
pointed out that there have been
other instances when similar situations occured in which By-Laws
weren't changed after they had been
passed by the Senate.
It is not clear who, if anyone, can
be held responsible for neglecting
this By-Law. There is no system to
update By-Laws regularly. There is
also no in-house system of checking
officials, either before election or
during office, to ensure that they are
complying with the By-Laws.
Student Court will convene within
the week to discuss the issue. The
court has many possibilities open to

it ranging from declaring Healey,
Sarris and Kaintz ineligible and all
the reprocussions which could
follow, to declaring the By-Law null
in order to resolve the matter neatly.
As Caron summed up, "The intent
behind candidates and officials being accountable for what they are
doing is important...We've got to
make sure that this kind of mistake
does not happen in the future."
Healey reflected the same views,
hoping that everyone would "make
it into a positive learning experience.
There was a mistake, but lets fix it so
it doesn't happen again."

Senate Discusses Finance, Procedure, And Student Affairs
by Dave Ryan
The March 3 Senate Session acted
on Finance Committee recommendations, discussed elections business
as well as a difficulty with a
neglected By-Law, and chose not to
take immediate action on the Student Affairs Task Force recommendation. In his Executive report, President Healey advised that, according
to the By-Laws, candidates for ASB
offices this spring must have a
minimum GPA of 2.00 and carry at
least three units of classes. Wnen
asked if any verification of these
standards for the candidates had
taken place, Senate Elections Committee Chairperson Brant Henshaw
replied, "No, not at this time."
During Henshaw's Elections Committee report, Senator Smith charged that two members of Presidential
candidate Chris Caron's fraternity
were standing around the ballot box
in one of the tunnels. He further
charged that one of them said, "You
made the wrong choice," to a student who had just cast a vote.
Senator Henshaw claimed to share
Senator Smith's concern, and attributed some of the difficulties encountered in policing the polls to a
lack of assistance.
Senate accepted Finance Committee's recommendation not to further assist Model United Nations
with their trip to a convention in
Scottsdale, Arizona. Also passed was
a recommendation to split the $300
cost of sending Media Advisor Bill
Hirshman to a conference this spring
in New York with the University.
Tamanawas Photography Editor Joe
Walker was granted $300 to attend
the same conference, and Crosscurrents Review Editor Shelly Winship
was turned down. Business Vice
President Koch cited the fact that
Shelly is a senior as the criterion for
the decision. It was the opinion of
the committee that a senior could
not return enough long term benefits
to ASB to justify the expenditure.
Shelly was critical of the criteria and
the procedure used in making such a
decision. She went on to suggest an
idea mentioned by President Healey
earlier, involving an in-house endowment fund being set up for_ such con-

ferences and seminars in the future.
Senator Hemstad, Chairperson of
the Student Affairs Task Force,
presented the recommendation
which resulted from their last session (see March 3 Trail, front page).
All present gave no indication of
willingness to discuss the proposal.
President Healey called for more
time during which students involved
could voice their opinions, and insisted that no action could be taken
seriously before another open forum
is held. The date for the open forum
has been set for Wednesday, March

16, in the SUB Lounge at 8:00 p.m.
B.S.U. President Les Braxton was
disappointed at Senate's inaction.
Executive Vice President Caron
claimed that no action could be
taken because he was not satisfied
that the entire Task Force had approved of the recommendation hammered out by five interest group
representatives. (The Task Force met
after the Senate sent the recommendation back and approved it with no
member dissenting according to
Hemstad.)
March 10 was the last day in of-

Tuition Lower
Than Competition
by Charlene Meek
Having just finished paying for tuition, room and board, most UPS
students are probably feeling an
empty feeling deep down in their
pocketbooks. While the cost of attending UPS is by no means a small
one, students may take some comfort in the assurance that they're
paying less than students at schools
comparable to UPS.
This assurance comes from
George H. Mills, UPS Director of Admissions who maintains that "comprehensive fees at UPS are less than
those of comparable schools across
the nation." Numbers listed in the
most current edition of The College
Cost Book, 1981-82 support this
statement. Although these are last
year's figures, it can reasonably be
assumed that costs have not changed drastically in relation to one
another. UPS' tuition last year was
$4,800.00. That was less than Whitman's $5,150.00, Lewis and Clark's
$5,620.00, Willamette's $4,930.00,
and the University of the Pacific's
$6,579.00. Room and board at these
schools ranged from about $50.00 $150.00 less than UPS' $2,260.00 but
their total cost (room and board and
tuition) was still more than what UPS
students paid. PLU's tuition, room
and board cost of $4,380.00 and
$2,090.00, respectively, was one of
few that were lower than UPS. On

fice for Senators Sarris, Henshaw,
Hemstad. Kruger, and Gleghorn. It
was also the day the resignations of
Senators Pilcher and Sabelhaus in
order to run for higher office took effect. President Healey, Exec. Vice
President Caron, and Business Vice
President Koch have also served
their last day in their respective offices. The time and effort put into
sevice of the associated student
body of the University of Puget
Sound by these individuals will be
remembered.

Election Results
Senate

President
John Pilcher
Chris Caron

Business VP
Dan Cummings
Dennis Daugs

Executive VP
Holly Sabelhaus
Joel Gleghorn

580 Tracey Wickersham
462 Shelley Turner
Duncan Marsh
Dan Holsenback
Steve Reinmuth
Janice Gaub
618
Scott Morgan
402
Brian Engle
Laura Kane
Juanita Sinkfield
Debbie Dahlin
800
238

the whole, however, UPS students
here seem to be getting a good value
for their money.
Knowing that UPS is less expensive than most of the schools in its
league may not make the empty
feeling in the pocketbooks go away,
but there may be some comfort for
many students in knowing that most
students at schools like UPS have
thinner pocketbooks than they do!

682
654
518
505
473

Female Roomate Wanted to
share 3 bedroom home with
two gentlemen. Beautiful
Sound view. Univ. Place.
Clean, conscientious, nonsmoker please. $120.00
per month plus share utilities
call Jim or Randy. 565-7631
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National Women's History Week Program Here

Neal Finds History Neglects Women
by Crystal Wagley
Tuesday afternoon Professor Ann
Neal, a coordinator of the Women
Studies Program and National
Women's History Week here at UPS,
spoke to faculty and students on the
topic of "Pioneer Women". Ann has
been on sabbatical for a year in
Missouri where she carried on an intensive study of nineteenth century
pioneer families, a significant
amount of which were slaveholding.
Her work was conducted specifically within two north central counties.
Although her study was inspired by a
desire to uncover her family history,
she soon found herself expanding
the boundaries of her research.
Her hard-earned collection of
demographic data on hundreds of
women is extensive, yet she explained to her audience that her work is
far from done. She now hopes to
compute all the information and
come up with some significant findings. Both generalizable and differentiable - about the women of
that era.
During her study, Ann quickly
found her task to be more of an investigative search, as most historical
and even census data available was
surprisingly inaccurate and incomplete. Consequently, her study
led her not only to small town
libraries, courthouses, archives, and
historical societies, but even to
numerous cemeteries and Randolph/Macon County natives who
were willing to share tales or
evidence of ancestors generations
old. Fortunately, she was successful
in seeking out a few exceptionally
astute Missouri historians and
genealogists who eagerly aided her
in her work as well.

Through publicizing her search by
speaking in many churches and community organizations, broadcasting
over radio, and also holding several
family history workshops, Ann was
able to uncover information about
families whose lineage had been
previously left incomplete. By
visiting many community members
in their homes, Ann also succeeded
in chasing down many biographical
and migration histories.
Perhaps her discovery with the
most impact was the finding that
most women's names were never
recorded in the census records during that time span unless they were
white widow property holders, and
slaves received equally insufficient

recognition. She found that published American historical records in
general, especially during the
"antebellum", pre-Civil Way period,
have demonstrated an incredible
bias against women's history. They
also tend to focus predominantly on
the historical background of the
south and east, as well as that of
plantation families, as opposed to
the more typical, small farming
families.
Ann told her audience, "We must
overcome this male-centered view
of the world. . . .Up 'til now, history
has been very much the history of
men. We need to remedy this bias in
the way we look at the past. Few
people realize that women were

critical to the survival of the community." She stated that although
over time men have been those who
controlled our country's economics,
politics and such, other aspects of
American history have been
neglected. Marriage, relationships,
and the feminine lifestyle have been
ignored and ill-recorded.
Ann confided that she feels only
on the brink of her endeavors in this
area, and humorously added that
she would like two more years of
sabbatical in order to complete her
work. She also assured her audience
that they would hear about the
results of her research in the near
future, she hopes.
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San Francisco Seminar Coming Spring Break
San Francisco in the spring is a
fantastic experience! The San Francisco Seminar offers a Spring Break
experience that is hard to beat. This
year's trip starts on Saturday, March
26 and concludes on the following
Saturday, April 2.
The Seminar is a UPS annual tradition begun in the 1960's which provides an inexpensive way to learn
about the city and its people. Planned activities include seminars about
community organization, ministry
with the city's disenfranchised, fantastic dinners in Chinatown and a
Berkeley fish grotto, and a Palm Sunday worship service at the famous
and unique Glide Church. Of course
the trip also offers opportunities for
experiencing San Francisco's abundant cultural richness, including
museums, parks, theater,
restaurants, and stimulating ar-

chitecture. Some students have
made the Seminar an annual part of
their experience at UPS by going
each year. The city's mass transit
system offers great flexibility in seeing Fisherman's Wharf, the Coit
Tower, Market Street, old missions,
famous Gothic cathedrals, Golden
Gate Park, and a seemingly endless
number of shops in Chinatown. A
bus excursion across the Golden
Gate Bridge to Sausolito and a Bart
under-the-bay trip to Berkeley and
the University of California provide
equally exciting opportunities.
Arrangements for the trip are
quite simple. Participants will need
sleeping bag and pad or air mattress
since the group uses a church floor
for sleeping accommodations. In addition to the very economical
$135.00 fee for the trip, which covers
coach busfare, all breakfast and

lunch items and church accommodations, persons are urged to bring funds for shopping, theater, and
four evening meals.
The Seminar is sponsored by the
Chaplain's Office and is open to
university students, staff, and
faculty. A first-come, first-served
basis is used in filling the bus, with a
non-refundable $50.00 required to
reserve a place on the trip. All
payments are to be made at the
Cashier's Office with the balance of
the $135.00 due March 24.
The San Francisco Seminar is an
exciting educational, cultural, and
fun way to spend Spring Break. For
further information, contact either
Chaplain Jim Davis, X3363 or SUB
201, or Professor David Droge,
X3335, Communications and Theater
Arts Dept.
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Alcoholism
Explored
No ''Easy''' Definition

•.

by Nancy Vreeland
In approaching an article defining
alcoholism, one must first recognize
that there is no one specific personality type involved. Further,
while outlining certain
characteristics of the alcoholic personality, one will note that these
characteristics can be found in
anyone, alcoholic or not. Thus, we
are led to question the validity and
significance of alcoholic studies. It
must be clear that these traits are
not necessarily common to all
alcoholics; rather, they are common
traits linking most alcoholics. Nor
are all these traits of equal intensity,
for as each personality differs, so do
the behavior patterns. The key point,
is that while these characteristics are
universal, they tend not to cause
conflicts for non-alcoholics.
No firm and definitive statement
can be made about the "true
alcoholic," the extent and effects of
his problem, etc. Therefore, this
piece is an attempt to create a
knowledge in those of us who know
little about this plight, and to create
a sense of understanding for the
alcoholic and his situation. How we
as individuals choose to react and
treat alcoholics is left entirely to us.
Psychologists are quick to point
out that alcoholism is a complex and
deep-rooted problem. No one influence in the alcoholic's life is
believed to have led to his
dependency on alcohol; there are a
few primary causes, and also secondary causes. These psychologists
find it hard to define alcoholism. Is
the "problem" a disease, an illness,
or is it founded in hereditary patterns? In general terms, alcoholism is
a "product of multiple influences,
derving from physiological, social,
and cultural influences, as well as
personal-historical sources."
The general public's view is
somewhat less objective, and there
is a common stereotype associated
with the alcoholic. The notion of the
Skid Road derelict is sadly exaggerated and distorted. These
alcoholic types are seen as
homeless, unkempt, unemployed,
people sprawled on the sidewalk in a
drunken stupor. In reality, this type
of alcoholic comprises less than 5
percent of all reported alcoholics.
Unfortunately, the socialization process has ingrained this stereotype into us, and it not only creates problems for the alcoholic, but also for
the medical profession and their
treatment of the alcoholic patient.
These problems stem from an ignorance of the alcoholic's situtation,
and thus, create difficulties in the
diagnosis and treatment of the
alcoholic.
Perhaps the most "common"
characteristic leading to the
alcoholic's plight is the presence of
a deep feeling of worthlessness. The
alcoholic sees himself in a lowly
position, and has little or no selfesteem. In alcoholics, this feeling of
being unworthy is so pervasive as to
actually permanently cripple his

regard for himself. As if to balance
out and make less noticeable this
self-depreciation and further to
avoid the painful admission of his
situation, the alcoholic subconsciously represses or denies his
feelings of inadequacy. He adopts in
their place a counter-attitude of
superiority and worthiness. These
feelings of alternate omnipotence
and worthlessness may emerge from
an infantile state of dependency.
Here, these feelings are probably
universal, but their domination of an
individual's behavior occurs only
when other conditons are met (e.g.,
low self-esteem, heightened
dependency needs, etc.). Certainly,
it would be easy to take the attitude,
"Why doesn't he just get a hold of
himself and stop this foolish
behavior?" But this process is
beyond the alcoholic's control; he is
unaware of what he is doing to
himself and those around him.
Recognition of the situation must
first come from the alcoholic
himself.
This sense of dependency and
feeling of inadequacy manifests
itself in every aspect of the
alcoholic's life. But perhaps it can
be seen most clearly in his relationships with others, and his ability to
be sociable. An alcoholic's
dependency needs keep him from
forming close attachments to others.
The alcoholic has difficulty in
trusting others; he is always wary of
getting too close for fear of being rejected. Furthermore, alcoholics are
for the most part suspicious of the
motives of others, especially those
people who place their trust and
respect in the alcoholic. With a false
conception of himself, he also cannot conceive of anyone treating him
as an equal. Moving unconfidently
through the social process, he tends
to cultivate a surface social charm,
but remains in dissatisfying and stifling relationships from which he
derives a sense of security. Again,
this inability to attain positive social
skills is not inherent in every
alcoholic, but it tends to show itself
often enough to deserve attention.
The alcoholic's plight comes not
only from his own individual experience, but also springs from the
attitude adopted by society towards
his situation. Howard T. Blane,
author or The Personality of the
Alcoholic, has pointed out the fact
that alcoholics, as a group, are the
"social safety valves that permit the
steam generated by an often inconsistent society to escape along insulated routes." There has been no
real shift in the public's awareness
and tolerance of the factors involved in alcoholism, though the federal
government and the civil rights
workers have worked for some type
of reform in the treatment/diagnosis
process. The federal government's
concern lies in the recognition that
alcoholism is the nation's fourth
continued on page 7

Alcoholic, But Still Human

by Jeri Hurd
Alcoholic. The very word calls
forth vivid stereotypes of a drunken
derelict on Pacific Avenue taking
frequent, surreptitious swigs out of a
paperbagged bottle. Filthy clothes,
filthy body. Sleeping on streets. It's
been in a hundred movies and we all
have our view of what an alcoholic
is. It's usually that of a person out of
control, someone without the guts
and/or will-power to stop making a
shambles of his/her life and go "on
the wagon."
"Not so," says Mary, a confessed
alcoholic (not her real name, of
course). "Alcoholism is, first and
foremost, a disease. The A.M.A. has
recognized it as such. There are
symptoms that every person "infected" with this disease will have.
Alcoholics may vary, but these set of
symptoms never do. Calling it a
social problem or self-indulgence is
sheer ignorance. It's stupid to treat
alcoholism as something the sufferer
refuses to deal with, could stop if he
or she really wanted to. The
alcoholic needs help. You wouldn't
expect a person with diabetes to
control their problem without insulin and proper diet. Why expect an
alcoholic to be able to stop without
the support he needs?"
I wasn't sure what to expect when
I first approached Mary's house for
the interview. A sleazy housewife in
a ratty bathrobe? A house that
hadn't been cleaned in months?
Whatever I expected, it definitely
wasn't the slender, pretty blonde
who greeted me at the door of a
decidedly 'attractive house.
Friendly and open, laughing frequently, Mary immediately put me
at ease about broaching this highly

personal subject.
"Don't be afraid to ask me
anything," said the twenty-eightyear-old woman. "If I don't want to
tell you, I won't. But, really, this
shouldn't be treated as a mystery
-something to be shoved into a
closet and tackled about only in
whispers. It's a fact of life. I have a
disease which happens to be called
alcoholism. I can't control the
amount I drink. As a result, I'm going
through therapy in Alcoholics
Anonymous to help me gain control
over that aspect of my life."
The obvious place to begin is the
beginning. How does an alcoholic
become an alcoholic? "For me,
alcohol was a release. Alcoholics
always have a problem with their
self-image and I was very unsure of
myself, even as a child. I desperately
wanted to be part of a group, but
didn't want to make the effort to
become involved because I was
afraid of being rejected. I would expect people to come to me and
when they didn't, it only proved (I
thought) that I was an 'undesirable'.
I always had to have things MY way
and assumed everything centered
around me." She laughed. "That's
another alcoholic trait. You walk into a room and assume everyone is
looking at you, talking about you.
You take everything personally,
whether it was intended that way or
not. If someone didn't stop to say
hello to me, it wasn't because they
were late for class, it was because
they didn't like me.
"I really didn't start drinking until
relatively late. There was a party I
continued on page 6
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Alcoholic Dealing With "The Bottle" Takes Real Strength

•
continued from page 5
wanted to go to my senior year in
high school, but I was just too afraid.
So I went to a friend's house and her
parents let us have a couple of
glasses of champagne. It sounds like
a cliche, but after a few glasses, my
entire world changed. I suddenly
started seeing myself as this terrific
person. The champagne "set me
free" as it were and I lost my inhibitions about being around people. I
felt great, but I only felt like that
when I was drinking. So I thought the
alcohol made me a better person .
Then I went to college at W.S.U.
where everyone drinks. I wouldn't go
to parties the first couple of weeks
because I was feeling pretty
miserable about being away from
home for the first time. But I would
make my roommates beg me to go
to one with them, while I insisted I
had to study. It made me feel great
to think they really wanted me to go
to the party."
She paused for a minute, staring
at the cat curled up in her lap. Then,
again, she laughed. "Not going to
parties got boring, of course. So I'd
and I'd drink.
go
"You know, John Hopkins has this
alcohol test out with forty questions
on it. If you answer yes to any two of
them they say you have an alcohol
problem. Answer yes to at least
three and you're an alcoholic. Well,
after I moved to Seattle the drinking
was bad enough that I decided I'd
take this test, just out of curiosity. I
answered "yes" to a lot more than
three. But I still wouldn't admit to
myself that I was an alcoholic.
There's a big difference between admitting something intellectually and
admitting it at a gut level. I knew ten
years ago I was an alcoholic, but
everyone was drinking, so what was
the big deal? While I was living in
Seattle I was so bored and lonely I
started drinking by myself. I'd buy a
couple bottles of wine or half a case
of beer on the way home from work.
Then I'd shut the door when I got
home and would just sit there, get
deep, close the world off and have
these terrific dreams about all the
things I was going to do one of these
days. That's something else
alcoholics always do. Live on
dreams. The dreams help to
counteract your feeling of worBut when I soberer
thlessness
. . .

up, I'd feel so bad (and not just from
the hangover!) that I'd start calling
everybody I knew and sobbing over
the phone. I even called A.A. once
and made an appointment, but I
chickened out. That was in '77.
"But it stopped being fun and I
had to drink a lot more to have the
same effect. I was becoming a real
Jekyll and Hyde. I'd start getting
mean when I drank, because drinking always intensifies your emotions.
I became goofy. Started having
black outs. But you keep drinking
because it drowns the pain of self
doubt, helps hide the secret belief
that you're not really worth
anything. An alcoholic will deny the
problem exists until the hurt from
drinking is greater than the hurt of
self doubt. I was starting to lose my
friends because I was always drunk
and lying about it. I wasn't functioning mentally: I'd pick awful fights
just to get attention. I remember I
called my fiance up one night and
told him I was going to kill myself. I
was crying on the phone and
breathing hard. Just for the attention. It scared him and he came right
over, sure I'd be bleeding all over
the bathroom. When he found out I
had been lying he was absolutely
livid. I promised him I'd stop drinking and I even did for a few days. But
I started up again, behind his back.
Then one night I got my second
D.W.I. and I had to call Jeff (also not
his real name) from the police station to come bail me out. We had an
awful fight when we got home and
he told me if I didn't stop he was going to leave me. I was really scared. I
had never had someone I couldn't
control and that I really cared about
threaten to leave before. Family
pretty much has to stick by you.
Anyway, it shocked me into realizing
I had to do something.
I asked her if Jeff had been supportive of her efforts. One always
hears the stories of "I couldn't have
done it without . . ." "No, not really.
He was still upset and I had lied to
him so often about stopping drinking
that I had to prove to him I really
meant it this time. He did pay for my
therapy (it was part of my sentence
for the D.W.I. that I go to Alcoholic
treatment) and he came to meetings
with me whenever he could. In that
sense he has really been considerate.

CURRANS FITNESS PLUS
20 percent Discount

for all UPS Students!
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Co-ed Aerobic Dancing
Heart Mate Aerobic Bikes
Free Weights
Jacuzzi
Steve Curran Karate
55108

6th Ave.

769-4262
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But he wasn't exactly understanding.
A non-alcoholic can never really
understand the problems an
alcoholic faces. He helps as much as
he can, but I ultimately had to
realize that I stay sober for myself,
not for Jeff, my family or my friends.
It's my gift to myself. One thing that
is a tremendous help, and that AA
encourages is praying to some sort
of higher power, God or whomever,
for support and strength when the
going is rough. I pray more now than
I ever have before."
"O.K." I asked her. "It's a year
later and you haven't had a drink in
all that time. How do you feel?"
"Obviously, great," she answered.
"I'm happier now than I've ever
been. A.A. has been a big help with
that. They teach you to take things
one day, one hour, one minute at a
time. Alcoholics are always impatient. You want things NOW, not
two months from now. I've learned
to wait for results. I'm doing things
I've never done before. Just getting
up in the morning without a
hangover is a major accomplish-

ment.
"I still do crave alcohol occasionally and I'll probably never be
able to drink champagne again
because I love it so much. But you
have to get your mind off it. Get out
and do something. I try not to kid
myself with the 'just one drink' bit.
Who the hell has one drink? I want
the whole bottle! And once I started
again, it wouldn't be like starting the
entire process over. I'd just pick up
where I left off. I'm not going to let
that happen."
There is a frightened look on
her face for a moment, a very
serious look. Then she continued.
"Jeff and I were married seven months ago and it's wonderful. There's a
lot of growing I have to do, but
there's so much to look forward to.
All things pass and no bad phase can
last forever. I have a sense of peace
I've never felt before. If things
become really rough, I just say the
prayer that starts 'God grant me the
serenity to accept the things I can
not change...' It gets me through"

Alcohol A Problem at UPS?
by Linda Keefer
Is there an alcohol problem on
campus?
The answer appears to be no.
Counselors and students agree that
alcohol use and abuse is no worse
than it has been in most years. Certain individuals have drinking problems, but most students drink
responsibly.
Most people on campus drink. According to a survey of 450 people by
the C&TA 202 class last spring, 95
percent of the people responding
said they drink. Most students said
sociability was their main reason for
drinking.
Counselor Bob Strembs says 10
percent of all people who drink will
become alcoholics, though the
percentage may be lower with college students. College students are
at a developmental stage in their
lives. For most, it is their first time
away from home. Experimentation
with alcohol is common at this time
of life. Most students, after leaving
college, will decrease their alcohol
consumption.
Freshmen experience the most
trouble with alcohol. Some drink
just to live it up and have a good
time. Others drink for different
reasons: as an escape from
homesickness or class pressure or
just wanting to fit in and be accepted by their peers. Their drinking
hits its highest level in the fall,
gradually tapering off through the
spring.
Greeks have a reputation for
drinking a lot, but their alcohol consumption is no greater than that of
the Independents. Drinking among
the Greeks is more noticeable,
because of their large parties on the
weekends. Students who live in the
dorms tend to drink privately, in
small groups.
For those who need help with
alcohol problems, the Counseling
Center offers two programs for treat-

ment. One is an alcohol referral program. Under the terms of this program, if any of the Residential Life
staff or Greeks know of somebody
who has been harmful to property or
others while under the influence of
alcohol, they will refer this person to
the Counseling Center. The Counseling Center also offers a walk-in program for students who are concerned about their own or a friend's
drinking habits. In both of these programs, the students meet with a
counselor for two private sessions
and complete a confidential alcohol
questionnaire. More people are taking advantage of the walk-in program than they have in the past, not
because of an increase in alcohol
consumption but because of an increase in alcohol awareness.
If you or a friend have an alcohol
related problem, drop by the
Counseling Center or give them a
call at X3372.
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Alcoholism Is A Complex And Deep-Rooted Problem
continued from page 5

largest public health problem. The
civil rights workers believe
alcoholism is an illness and argue
that we wouldn't consider an epileptic who had a seizure in the street to
be a public nuisance, and send him
to jail, yet this is precisely what we
do to an alcoholic who passes out on
the street.
In the medical profession, there
are two distinct images of the
alcoholic (note there are only two):
1) the socially intact but physically
ill person and 2) the relatively
physically well, but socially inadequate person. The mere fact that
there are only two distinct images
causes inefficient diagnoses; for just
as there are more than two type of
people, there are more than two
types of alcoholic. Even physicians
and doctors have placed stereotypes
on the alcoholic. In this respect,
alcoholics are blocked from proper
handling whether in the diagnosis or
treatment. Society has indirectly
' conspired to hide and keep from
treatment those alcoholics who
would most benefit from it.
Ultimately, it is not the alcoholic
himself who frightens us. It is our
perception of him. He symbolizes
for us a person who has lost self-

control, has no self-discipline, and
has become dependent and irresponsible. We deny the detached love
and firm setting of limits to the
alcoholic which is highly beneficial.
Not for our lack of capacity to adopt
this tone, but rather because its
absence with alcoholics underscores
our difficulty in accepting "childish"
behavior in adults. We have adopted
the "He should know better" type of

attitude.
Again, it has been my purpose not
to offer a clear-cut image of the
alcoholic and his plight, for surely
there is no concrete image of any
one member of any one group. It has
been my goal, however, to illuminate some of the characteristics
found to be common in many
alcoholics. Through this knowledge,

perhaps we will become more aware
of the complexity of their problem.
It is up to each one of us to
remember that alcoholism is not a
problem of society, per se, but is the
sickness of one unique individual.
How we choose as individuals and as
society to treat the alcoholic is contingent upon our knowledge and
understanding of their situation.

Counseling Center Sponsors Alcohol Workshop
by Jeri Hurd

On Saturday, March 19th, from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m., the UPS Counseling
Center will sponsor an Alcohol
Education and Training Workshop.
Funded through the President's
Enrichment Fund, the workshop is
being given in an effort to make the
campus more aware of the effects of
alcohol. "We're trying to take a
problem-solving stance rather than
merely saying 'This is what alcohol
will do to you,"' stated Associate
Dean of Students, Phyllis Lane.
"When we got the grant we decided
to split the program into three
phases."

She went on to explain that the
first phase involved trying to understand what all of the issues were for
all sectors of the University community. "We wanted a whole picture, not bits and pieces." Phase II,
of which this workshop is a part,
tries to develop a level of expertise
regarding alcohol, (not alcoholism)
and to disseminate that information
around the campus. Finally, phase
Ill tries to offer suggestions on how
to handle friends or relatives with an
alcohol problem. It attempts to help
individuals develop their skills in
dealing with this problem.

The workshop itself will be conducted by Lori Devinell, a therapist
and alcohol treatment specialist.
She will provide information in the
areas of biological and
psychological effects of alcohol
while also focusing on how to intervene with anyone having difficulties with alcohol. The deadline
to register for the workshop is March
16th. If you would like more information or would like to register, contact either Diana Pace in the
Counseling Center at x3372 or
Phyllis Lane at x1161
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The Student Media Board is now accepting applications for the 1983-84
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academic year from students interested in serving as:

* Trail Editor --

Coordinates publication of weekly tabloid for the campus community.

* KU PS General Manager -(.)

In charge of day- to-day operations of 100-watt,

Oversees production of 240-page yearbook for the student
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noncommercial, college radio station.

*Tamanawas Editor -4
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body.

**Crosscurrents Editor --

Responsible for publishing biannual college
literary magazine.
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The deadline for applying is March 15
70

For applications and further information, contact the Associated Student Body Office in SUB 205.
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Etheredge on CVC

"Everyone Has Something To Offer And Gain"
by Carolyn Glenn
The setting is a cold, dark, tiny
garret high atop the Student Union
Building. There, day after day, alone
she sits—a small, dark, pensive (but
friendly!) young woman hunches
over her pea-green desk, scrawling
with her daddy's "Texaco" pen. Who
is she and what is she doing there?
"I'm a saint," was Stacy
Etheredge's answer to the first question, following it closely with a "just
kidding" and lots of laughter "No,
actually, I'm the Student Coordinator of the Community Volunteer
Center, formally the Community Involvement and Action Center."
So what is this organization? It's
an internship job organized by the
Internship Office which began about
ten years ago, taking a new coordinator each year. Although one is
eligible to receive a full unit or
$50.00 compensation for the work,
Stacy has "neglected" to look into
that part of the job, saying "I just
wanted to help others and I didn't
really need the credit."
As applications will soon be out
for the position of Student Coordinator, possible candidates should
know some vital statistics. It's
basically a one-person operation,
with the coordinator doing all the
publicity, phone-calling ;-nd
organizational work. "The super-

visor is Dr. Frank Hruza from the
Career Center but you're really your
own boss," says Etheredge. CVC is a
volunteer referral agency for student volunteers that acts as a gobetween for students on campus
who wish to be volunteers and outside agencies who need volunteers.
"CVC works two ways," say
Etheredge. "The students come in to
me, I find their interests and what
type of position they desire and then
match up the volunteer to an agency
which needs their services. Secondly, CVC acts as an advertising service
for volunteer agencies that call with
a position they need to fill. Announcements in medias such as the
Tattler are used to attract a student
interested in that particular
position."
Sample organizations which CVC
deals with include YMCA, Big
Brother-Big Sister, Remann Hall,
area hospitals, nursing homes,
schools, March of Dimes, Tacoma
Community House, Catholic Community Charities, Tacoma Crisis
Center, Woman's Support Shelter
and others. Volunteer jobs offered
by agencies cover almost any interest or college major including occupational and physical therapy,
education (tutoring), comparative
sociology (social work), psychology

(counseling), pre-law (helping
prepare cases), foreign languages
(tutoring English to refugees), music
(leading music sessions at YMCA)
and others. Volunteers can work
with the old, young, mentally handicapped, physically handicapped,
emotionally disturbed or troubled,
refugees, gifted or slow students, the
sick, ex-convicts, abused women and
other groups of people.
"My own personal goal is to get as
many people as I can to do
volunteer work for the communtiy,"
says Etheredge. "Because it is a oneperson operation, my own personal
goal is the same as the office's goal.
The most important thing to stress is
that the program does exist and we
want people to know it's here for
their use. Everyone has something to
offer and gain."
The benefits of working as a
volunteer are many. You can help
others in need, enrich your education and life, help the community
and at the same time get practical
experience for resumes, applications

and recommendations for future
employement.
Office hours are Monday through
Friday from 3:00 to 5:00. The phone
number is 756-3432 and the room is
212. Check it out and become involved!

MESSAGES

PMS, VD Subjects of YWCA Workshops
Pre-menstual syndrome (PMS) and
venereal diseases will be the subjects of a two-part workshop to be
held on Friday, March 11, from 10
am to 1 pm at the Tacoma-Pierce
County YWCA, 405 Broadway. The
free workshop is part of the YWCA's
"Women in Transition" program,
which assists women in preparing for
and finding employment.
Nancy Reynolds, Education Coordinator for Planned Parenthood,
will address the subject of herpes
and other sexually transmitted
diseases from 10 a.m. to noon. Her
portion of the workshop includes a
slide show. From noon to 1 p.m.,
Julanna Hansmeier, a nurse practitioner, will speak on pre-menstrual
syndrome.
On Wednesday, March 16, "Your
Credit Rights" will be the topic of
another free YWCA workshop

THE
PIZZA
ANSWER
•

DELIVERY

627-8844
MON-THURS 5pm-laml
FRI &SAT 4pm-1:30am
SUN 4pm-1am

presented by Judie Fortier of the City of Tacoma's Human Relations
Department, Women's Rights
Divison. Subjects to be covered will
include how to establish and retain
credit, what to do if denied credit
unfairly, how to deal with banks,
mortgage companies, etc.
"Single Parenting" will be the last
free workshop of the month on Friday, March 25, from 10 a.m. to noon
at the YWCA. Bonnie Pinckney,
Coordinator of Volunteer Services
for Tacoma Public Schools and a
single parent for 16 years, will
moderate the discussion.
For additional information and
registration, contact Colleen
McMonagle at 272 -4181 or 627 -1567.
The workshops are made possible
through a grant from the
Washington State Council for PostSecondary Education.

Dear Mr. Paddington,
Wish you were here,
holding me tight . . .
With Love,
Mr. Pooh Bear
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FAST
$3.00 OFF
ANY PIZZA

ANY 12" OR 14" PIZZA
WITH THICK CRUST

ANY 16" PIZZA

7PM to 9PM

MON., TUES. or WED.
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HAPPY HOUR
One coupon per pizza

One coupon per pizza

One coupon per pizza

Expires: 3/17/83
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Friday March 11th

CONCERT

Mark Sheppard, Seattle Director, has exer-

17th and play on Thursday, Friday and Satur-

cised his artistry and expertise to bring this

day through April 2nd. Curtain at 8:00 P.M.

well-known play to a stunning apex of

Reservations may he made by calling

theatricality. The costumes are dazzling.
The School for Scandal will open March

DIZZY GILLESPIE AT UPS

851-9229, Monday through Friday 9:00
A.M. to 4:00 P.M. Visa and Mastercharge
accepted.

THEATER REVIEWS
THE HOUSE OF BLUE LEAVES AT UPS

By Jeri Hurd
"[Guare's] work is a unique, indelicate

The "King of Bop," DIZZY GILLESPIE,
will make his only Northwest appearance on
Monday, March 14th at 8 p.m. in the UPS
Fieldhouse. Sporting his trademarks, the bent

zz

Ri Ile pie„

trumpet and his famous ballooning cheeks,
DIZZY has entertained audiences with his

balance between the tragic, the funny, the

As with any production, it lives or die s

weird, our daily bread. A dramatic mood is
suddenly lit by a laugh, comedy turns scary in

with the ability of the actors who perform it,
and the cast here does justice to the script .

a flash. " This was Louis Malle's description
of John Guare's work, and I can't think of a

Faye Jackson plays the most obviously insane
character, Bananas, and turns in what is pro-

better way to describe The Inside Theatre's
current production, Guare's The House of

bably the finest performance I've seen a t

Blue Leaves. Directed by Tom Somerville,
the excellent script and superb acting combine
into a stunning tour de force guaranteed to

UPS. She manages to portray Bananas as a
person out of touch with ' ' practical '' reality,
yet highly aware of the nuances and circontinued on page 2

have you laughing and crying simultaneously.

unique style for most of his sixty plus years.
Get your tickets soon for $4.50 students,
$6.00 general at the UPS Info. Center and

JJ

If you like simple plots with well-defined
themes and tidy, happy endings, spend your
three dollars somewhere else. This play
doesn't pander to the Laverne & Shirley men-

the Bon in Tacoma. Do not miss this one!

Lecture

tality. It demands active participation from

O111011°

the audience, forcing you to think and

THEATER

evaluate the interactions being carried out on
stage as they take one unexpected tour after

THE SCHOOL FOR SCANDAL AT
THE PERFORMANCE CIRCLE
The Performance Circle, Gig Harbor's

found great pleasure in being beautifully

resident theatre group, will show its great
versatility in its next production, "The

dressed and coiffed, and with an obvious
aversion to work. As they gathered to visit,
there were no whispering gossips. No! All

School for Scandal", by Richard Brinsley
Sheridan. The company's last production,
Cabaret, played to overflow audiences who

experienced and had to deal with in one form..
or another.

tales were delivered in ample voice with the
imagination at full gallop, each one trying to

found the musical a tremendously moving experience. Now audiences will see another side

outdo the others.
Richard Brinsley Sheridan was a master of

of the multiple talented group.
The School for Scandal is a high-style com-

plot, sub-plot, subterfuge and confused identities. He has blended all of that for a

edy, set in an era when both men and women

hilarious evening's entertainment.

another. The action pivots around the visit of
the Pope to New York in 1965 and Artie

)

I

•

Shaughnessy's (Houston Doughartys) attempts to deal with a mad wife, Bananas
(Faye Jackson), his demanding mistress, Bun-

Campus lectures is proud to bring to the

ny (Rachel Coloff) and his son, Billy's (Sid
R. Rundle) attempt at assassinating the Pope.

UPS campus EWA - Theresa Eliasz Brantley,

Believe it or not, the play is actually incredibly funny. But it is laughter at the

at the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy
at Tufts University; Consultant on European

legal advisor to Solidarnosc; visiting professor

realization of the insanity in all of us; it is

Labour Questions for the German Federation

laughter attempting to mask the tragedy in

of Labour and SJD candidate at Harvard Law

life because without laughter there would be
only despair. I suppose there are some "intellectuals" who would call the theme of

School. Ms. Brantley has previously been on
the faculty at Harvard and McGill Univer-

man's alienation in the 20th century trite, but
it's actually one of modern drama's most
valid themes, for it's a feeling everyone has

sities and has lectured and published weekly
She will share some of her knowledge and experience with us on Thursday, March 17 at 8
p.m. in the SUB lounge. Admission is free.

1 STEP BEYOND

21 1 STEP BEYOND

Frida

1

continued from page 1
cumstances going on around her. It is very
sensitively done and Bananas may strike one,
ironically, as the most "sane" person in the
play.

BETRAYAL AT T.A.G.

style and it is apparent that Director Charles

lege, North Seattle Community College and

Towers agrees. When the characters are silent

Olympic Community College in Bremerton.

you can bet they are chain smoking cigarettes

The judge for the competition, Robert

By Greg Jones

and drinking as if it were their final minutes

Jones, is chairman of the Division of Pain-

on earth. Never have I seen so much drinking

ting, Drawing and Printmaking at UW. A
native of Connecticut, he attended Kenyan.

Another excellent performance is given by

Harold Pinter's latest full-length play

Houston Dougharty as Artie, whose bad

focuses on the classic love triangle, but his

and smoking on stage in my life.
Betrayal is an entertaining play that

singing and worse piano playing immediately

delivers a serious message while always encouraging some laughter. Starting at the end

degree from Rhode Island School of Design.

capture the sympathy and laughter of the au-

approach is both different and unique. The
drama begins at the end of a worn out love

dience. Artie is the one who sees the wonder
of a tree with blue leaves and marvels at it,

affair between a woman and her husband's
best friend, and ends at the beginning of the

and moving backwards, the play will enable

Hans Hoffman in Provincetown.

you to more clearly understand the situations

He had exhibited widely at such institu-

only to have the leaves turn out to be a flock

romance ten years earlier. Through the main

tions as the Alaska State Museum, the

of birds that fly away as he nears. Similarly.

characters of "Emma," "Jerry," and
''Robert"
" (Emma's husband), Pinter shows

that occur in each scene. Pinter's "Betrayal"
is well written, and the Tacoma Actors Guild

Artie has dreams of being a big-time
songwriter, a dream shatter just as it seems

us the hardships and the sad consequences of

accessible. Yet given Artie's skill and the person on whom he placed his hopes, the prox-

man's uncontrollable passions. Plenty of
comic

imity of achieving his dream was as false as

Pinter's serious message and good •••••"-g

the blue leaves. Dougharty's portrayal of this

makes the message believahlThere are only four .,iaracters in the play

awkwardly ambitious man is very nicely done

relief helps to ease the tension of

and he instills a poignant humor into the

and all are portrayed well. Pinter's script is a

character, subtly laced with savage overtones.

challenging one and

Equally good performances were given by
Rachel Coloff as the incredibly shallow and
insensitive mistress, Bunny, Wendy Rolfe as
a nun with little interest in spiritual matters
and Sid Rundle as the severely disturbed son,
Ronnie.

Academy of Fine Arts, San Francisco Museum
of Art and the Seattle Art Museum.

office at 272-2145.

Art Department Chairman at UPS. The exhibition will be on display through April 15.

The show was organized by Robert Vogel,

ART

Hours are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
For more information call 756-3148.

An open competition and exhibition of
work by art students from eight community
colleges will be held beginning Wednesday,
March 16 at the University of Puget Sound's

I only question C.R. Gardner's interpreta-

Kittredge Gallery. The Community College

tion of "Robert" in several scenes. After
four years of his wife's affair with "Jerry, "

Art Show will be judged by Professor Robert

he discovers the truth. "Robert" seems too

University of Arizona, the Pennsylvania

beginning to end.
Tickets are available - phone TAG's box

throughout all nine scenes demand good acting and TAG provides a lot of talent.

During the summer of 1952 he studied with

production is well directed and acted from

long pauses

its

College and received a BFA and a master's

CONCERTS
UPS WIND
ENSEMBLE

Jones of the University of Washington.
An opening reception will be held from

The House of Blue Leaves is definitely the

smart to have been so naive about the two

7-9 p.m. on March 16 at which time, the

best production done by the Inside Theater
this year and is something you will not want

lovers. His intelligent dialogue accompanied
by his scary mannerisms may be a little too

cash awards will he made. The prizes for the
show are first place ($125), second place

The UPS Wind Ensemble performs works

to miss. It continues Friday and Saturday

much for his role.

of Copland, Wagner, Chance, and Bernstein

night with an 8 p.m. curtain. For ticket information, contact the Box Office at X3329.

($100), third place ($75), fourth place
($50) and four honorable mentions at $10

dramatic pauses that some may find too long,

each.
More than 50 works ranging from batiks

Sound. The 8 p.m. concert, at Kilworth
Chapel, is free and open to the public.

to sculpture to prints are expected from the
eight regional schools: Bellevue Community

Outdoor Overture", "Elsa's Procession To

College, Seattle Central Community College,

The Cathedral" by Richard Wagner, and

The nine scenes run quickly despite the
and they may well be, but this is Pinter's

The Crosscurrents Review
Praise for the first issue:

"1 thought Professor Cousens came up with some
remarkable, original and perceptive insights about
my work (Sophie's Choice, the subject of Cousens'
"The Demystification of the Holocaust").

Friday, March 11, at the University of Puget

Selections include Aaron Copland's "An

Green River Community College, Tacoma

Leonard Bernstein's "Slava! " UPS associate

Community College, Highline Community

music professor Robert Musser conducts.
continued on page 3

College, Fort Steilacoom Community Col-

SHOWCASE AND THE CELLAR

—William Styron,
author of Sophie's Choice and

The Confessions of Nat Turner

"Handsomely produced, the issue has variety, verve,
passion, and most important, memorable language...1
find the intellectual confrontation altogether
timulating.
Joel Canarroe,
Executive Director,
Modern Language Association
Subscription includes the Fall 1982 and Spring 1983 issues.
Subscribe to The Crosscurrents Review by enclosing this form with your
check or money order for $5.00. (Please include $1.25 for postage and
handling if you live outside the 98406 or 98416 zip code areas.)

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
( ) New subscriber
( ) Renewal
,

Send to: The Crosscurrents Review
University of Puget Sound
Tacoma, Washington 98416

ZIP

TROVATORI, a most versatile vocal
quartet, will be at UPS on Wednesday,
March 16th for two performances. They will
perform for SHOWCASE in the SUB Snack
Bar from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m., and they will
do a show in the CELLAR from 7 to 8:30
p.m. Their voices and music will make you
jump for joy, do not miss a wonderful musical
opportunity to hear TROVATORI!

Frida March 111
continued from page 2
Musser is conductor of the Tacoma Concert
Band, the University Band, and the UPS Jazz
Band. He is also the principal oboist for the

TEP

D/3

RECORDS

Tacoma Symphony and has been active as a

TOP

guest performer and conductor in the Nortktwest for more than ten years.
For more information, call 756-3253.

UNIVERSITY OF
PUGET SOUND
FACULTY
BRASS QUINTET
The University of Puget Sound Faculty
Brass Quintet, in their premiere performance.
presents an evening of classical and contemporary music masterpieces. The 8 pm recital
on Wednesday, March 16 is scheduled for
Jacobsen Recital Hall and is free and open to
the public.

•of

SINGLES
Submitted by Brad Ackerman

Dignity -- and Grace

KUPS

Grace Jones,
by Shelley Winship

Nightclubbing 1981,
Island Records
Living My Life 1982,
Island Records

The new music group, all currently
members of the faculty of the UPS School of

"Feeling like a woman, looking 'like a
man" -- some great music has come out of

Music and the Community Music Department

this walking dilemma known as Grace Jones.

as well as the Seattle Symphony, is composed

She may not have the looks that make a

of Charles Daval, trumpet, Richard Presley.

princess out of the black music world, but

trumpet, Robert Bonnevie, french horn,
Stephen Fissel, trombone and Philip Brink.

with that poison voice and a band of ranking

bass trombone.

musicians, well, she just can just about steal

PROGRESSIVE
MEDIA

Dexy's Midnight Runners - Too-Rye-Ay
U2 - New Year's Day (Single)
The Jam (EP) - The Bitterest Pill
Lene Lovich - No-Man's-Land
The Psychedelic Furs - Forever Now
Thomas Doiby - Blinded By Science
Culture Club - Kissing To Be Clever
Heaven 17 - Heaven 17
Blancmange - Happy Families
Ultravox - Reap the Wild Wind (Single)
The Cure - Let's Go To Bed
Thompson Twins - Side Kicks
The English Beat - Special Beat Service
Missing Persons - Spring Session M
New Order - 1981 - Factus 8 - 1982
REM - Chronic Town
The Clash - The World According to Clash
The Jam - Dig the New Breed
Seattle Syndrome Two - Seattle Syndrome 2
Wall of Voodoo - Call of the West

English Beat - Special Beat Service
Psychedelic Furs - Forever Now
Peter Gabriel - Security
Lene Lovich - No Man's Land
Culture Club - Kissing To Be Clever
Missing Persons - Spring Session M
Devo - Oh No! It's Devo
The Jam (Live) - Dig the New Breed
Adam Ant - Friend or Foe
Phil Collins - Hellow, I Must Be Going!
Dream Syndicate - Days of Wine and Roses
The Jam (EP) - The Bitterest Pill
Tom Petty - Long After Dark
Prince - 1999
ABC - The Lexicon of Love
Clash - Combat Rock
Depeche Mode - A Broker Frame
Pretenders (12") - Back on the Chain Gang
Grace Jones - Living My Life
Men At Work - Business As Usual

The program, drawn from nearly 400

the title. Reggae, soul, the beat and the heat
of the islands -- Grace takes them all to the

years of music history, begins with an early

big city in her own incomparable blend of

17th century composition, "Suite of

dance music.
I dare you to try and stop your feet from
dancing when you cue up "Nightclubbing. "

mg, maybe? You would never know by the

turn it up for "Unlimited Capacity for Love'

It has got a good balance of covers and
originals, hot dance tunes and classy ballads.
The band, Sundance, just had to hear it at

tunes on this album. She has done it again...
"The Apple Stretching" is a New York
City morning of bums and bag ladies, with a

is next, and this is Grace Jones.
But I cannot leave out the album 's
American hit "Nipple to the Bottle. " Just

Elizabethan Dances" by Anthony Holborne.
returns with the fin de siecle "Symphony No.
1 for Brass" by Russian composer Victor
Ewald. The quintet ends the first part of the
program with "Laudes'' written in 1971 by
Jan Bach.
Following intermission, the recital continues with the 18th century composition
"Three Sonatas" by Domenico Scarlatti.

least four times -- they made little rasta fuzz 441

leisurely stroll on the bass to set the pace.

shut up and dance on this one. You might

halls in dancing over the carpet. You would
think they would be tired after playing all

"Everybody Hold Still" is almost Joan
Armatrading -- but the percussion is consis-

pick up a few lyrics here and there: "I won't

night...maybe we are all nightclubbers at

tent with other cuts on the album. "Cry Now
Laugh Later" is by far the best cut, a hit in

give in and I won't feel guilty--Rant and rave
to manipulate me. " Nobody messes with the
Princess. So you do not like her looks. Just

Britain. Amazing keyboards here. "Inspiration" is a lot like "Nightclubbing"

close your eyes and listen. She does not want
you to love her, her mother does that. Just

--Grace's own harmonies, an easy, sad love
song this time around. But do not sit down,

buy "Nightclubbing" or "Living My Life"

world of vaudeville with "Music Hall Suite'
by Michael Horowitz. The program concludes
with "Three Pieces for Brass Quintet" by

heart.
"Walking in the Rain" may be a cover of
the Flash in the Pan tune, but it was made for
Grace. It is nightclubbing supreme! Then

Alan Dorsey.
Charles Daval, who is principal trumpet
with the Seattle Symphony as well as soloist

there's "Pull Up to the Bumper." Do not
listen to the words too closely, you might
catch on...just take the street beat to heart.

with the Carmel Bach Festival, is a graduate
of San Jose State University and Nor-

Yes, this is disco - but who cares, it's coming

Changing mood, the quintet moves to the

thwestern University. He has appeared with

back sooner or later...
"Use Me" is another cover of massive

nearly a score of major musical groups.
Richard Presley attended the New England

standing in black music. Bill Withers wrote it

Conservatory and Oberlin Conservatory.

sang it. So did Princess Grace. It reeks of
class. And then there's the title cut,

Currently in his tenth year with the Seattle
Symphony, Mr. Presley has also performed
with the Toledo Symphony and the Colorado
Philharmonic.
Robert Bonnevie, principal French horn
with the Seattle Symphony, is a graduate of
the Curtis Institute of Music. He has also performed with the Minnesota Orchestra, Santa

and sang it. Isaac Hayes and Esther Phillips

"Nightclubbing, " ala Iggy Pop. Just ask
Susan -- it is the best track for street-strutting
and dancing slow so you do not spill your
martini (dry, shaken and not stirred). "Art
Groupie" is poppy but shocking due to its
lyrics -- does Grace Jones think she is an objet

Fe Opera Orchestra, Hong Kong Philharmonic and Casal's Festival Orchestra.

d'art? ' ' I've Seen That Face Before (Libertango) " is the Cosmopolitan ballad of the
decade. French and English and maybe some

Stephen Fissel, a member of the Seattle
Symphony, graduated from Indiana Universi-

body language, too. "Feel Up" makes me
sweat. All that panting may annoy your sen-

ty and has performed with the Fort Wayne
Philharmonic and the New Orleans Philhar-

sibilities. If that is the case, you are not my
type. This tune is hot for dancing. Sting gave
his bit in the cover version of "Demolition

monic.
Philip Brink, a member of the Seattle Brass
Ensemble and the Seattle Symphony since
1979 has also performed with the Seattle
Opera for all of the Ring Series since 1977.
Internationally acclaimed, he has performed in
Chile and Australia and as a featured soloist
and composer on Canadian Radio as well as
with major orchestras in this country. He is a
graduate of Northwestern University with a
D.M.A. in composition from the University
of Illinois and a D.M.A. in performance from
Juilliard.

Man" -- this is much more synthesized than

SIC
M
Musical people wanted:
The UPS Inside Theater is considering
scheduling a musical in next year's Theater
Season and needs to find if the musicians
necessary are available in the student body.
The musical being considered is The Robber
Bridegroom by Alfred Uhry. When this was
recently performed on Broadway, Barry
Bostwick received the Tony Award for Best
Actor in his role of the Robber Bridegroom.
The musical is set in turn of the century
Mississippi. The music is basically southerncountry for want of a better term, but extremely vital to the production.
Musicians needed are: two banjo pickers,
and you have to be GOOD; two fiddlers,
piano, bass guitar, and percussionist. You
must be able to read a score.
I need to know first the availability of any
musicians, your commitment to a 5-6 week

any of the other cuts. There couldn't be a
sweeter ending than the ballad "I've Done It
Again. " We all know you get around,

rehearsal schedule, and discuss when the best

Grace, but this, soft and slow, -- can this be
something new for the black beauty of the

musicians involved. I'm simply trying to get
some information right now about available
talent to see if the production is even possi-

beat?
Grace goes on to 1982 with "Living My
Life, " and the cover painting shows her a little the worse for wear. How did she get that
bandage on her eyebrow anyway? Her eyes
sure are blood shot...too much nightclubb-

and take it to the streets.

time to schedule this musical during the
1983-84 academic year would be for those

ble.
If you have any talent in these musical
areas please contact Prof. Tom Sommerville,
director, in the Theater Office or call x3330.
Thanks for your help.

WHAT'S UPS ....??
A Campus Information Line
Extension 3316

- _r
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Friday March 11th

UPS ENTERTAINMENT CALENDAR
• • • • • •

MARCH
FRIDAY 11th
CAMPUS FILM/Monty Python's
and Now For Something Completely Different/Mc 006/6,
8:30, and 11 p.m./.75 w/ASB,
$1.50 w/o/See article
THEATER/House of
Leaves/Inside Theater/8 p.m./$3
students, $4 general/See review
CONCERT/UPS
Wind
Ensemble/Kilworth Chapel/8
p.m./See article
TUESDAY 15th

Campus Film

•

•

•

-• •

•••

......

.........

.

MONDAY 14th
CULTURAL EVENTS/Dizzy
Gillespie/Fieldhouse/8
p.m./$4.50 students, $6
general/See article

SATURDAY 12th
CAMPUS FILM/Monty Python's
and Now For Something Completely Different/Mc 006/6,
8:30, and 11 p.m./.75 w/ASB,
$1.50 w/o/See article
THEATER/House of Blue
Leaves/Inside Theater/8
p.m./See review

SUNDAY 13th
CAMPUS FILM/Monty Python's
and Now For Something Completely Different/Mc 006/6 and
8:30 p.m./.75 w/ASB, $1.50
w/o/See article

WEDNESDAY 16th
SHOWCASE/Trovatori/12:30 to
1:30 p.m./SUB Snack Bar/See
article
CELLAR/Trovatori/7:00 to 8:30
p.m./Cellar/See article
ART/Community College Art
Show/Kittredge/7 p.m./See article
CONCERT/UPS Faculty Bass
Quintet/Jacobsen/8 p.m.
.........
....... •••••••••........••••••

THURSDAY 17th
LECTURE/Ewa-Theresa Brantley- •••:•
Solidarnosc/SUB Lounge/8
.•.•.:.:.
p.m./
THEATER/The School for Scandal/The Performance Circle/8
p.m./Tickets and Reservations
851-9229/See article

COMING SOON
FOOLISH PLEASURES
APRIL 16th

I

THIS WEEKEND 1

AND NOW
FOR SOMETHING
COMPLETELY DIFFERENT

• • • •

orfriQuE
3nriavicn
CornPfirei

SALADS
SANDWICHES
ESPRESSO, CIDERS & TEAS
BAKED GOODS WIHONEY AND
WHOLE WHEAT FLOUR
FOLK AND ORIGINAL MUSIC
FRIDAYS AT 7:30 PM. VICTORY
MUSIC AND OPEN MIKE TUESDAYS
AT 7:30 PM.

CLASSICAL MUSIC SUNDAYS 3:00

A rib-tickling comedy based on a piece of
British TV lunacy called "Monty Python's
Flying Circus." This bizarre and inventive
humor will definitely tickle your funny bone.
This is Monty Python at its craziest.

i-Don

\vdD

THur\

34T

sun

11
9
10
11
12-7

752-40 69
5102 112
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NATIONAL COLLEGE BRIEFS
OPEC Fallout Draining Foreign Students' Pockets
(CPS)
A seemingly-obscure January
meeting of the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC) has started to have
devastating effects on foreign
students on U.S. campuses, and is affecting the treasuries of the colleges
themselves..
Students from several countries
that depend on income from their oil
industries — Nigeria, Mexico, and
Venezuela in particular — are now
falling behind on their tuition
payments to American colleges, and
in some cases are even being forced
to transfer and drop out of school
altogether.
Tuition "bills have been piling up
particularly since August, 1982" at
various schools, reports Georia
Stewart of the National Association
of Foreign Student Affairs (NAFSA)
in Washington, D.C.
Nigerian students, who seem to be
the hardest hit so far, owe the
University of Minnesota $60,000
-$80,000, for example.
Other schools haven't totaled the
amounts owed them, but say the
problem's reached crisis proportions.
An unspecified number of foreign
students have had to drop out of
Boston University, which has the
fifth highest concentration of
foreign students in America, according to BU administrator Jane Etish
Andrews.
The monetary crisis has "caused
students to leave the dormitory, finding cheaper housing off campus,"
she points out.
A number of Nigerian students at
the University of Pittsburgh have
transferred to nearby, cheaper
Robert Morris College, reports Ralph
Morrison, Pitt's international
students director.
Others have had to drop out.
Some of those who remain have
moved into "substandard" housing
off-campus, he says.
At the University of Texas,
another foreign student center, Dr.
Joe Neal reports "the ones who are
feeling the pinch drastically are
Mexican, and they're going home."
Texas lost 150 Mexican students last
fall to the then-emerging international financial crisis.
The world economy, of course,
has been shaken almost yearly since
the original Arab oil boycott of 1973,
driving many marginally-developed
countries to the brink of financial
collapse.
In the last two years, an international oil glut has also depressed the
revenues of many oil-producing
countries. Some of the oil states that
bet heavily on using future revenues
from $34-a-barrel oil to finance current lavish spending programs
—Mexico and Nigeria were the
heaviest bettors — have been hurt
badly by the gradual decline of oil
prices caused by the glut.
Crude oil in many places is now
selling for $30 a barrel, with scattered reports of $28-a-barrel oil

available in some places.
To remedy the problem, OPEC
members met in Geneva in January
to cut back on production. They
aimed to dry up the oil glut, and
keep prices up in the $32-a-barrel
range. But the meeting broke up
when the countries couldn't decide
which nations would cut back oil
production by how much.
"More than 60 percent of
(Nigeria's) revenue comes from the
oil," explains lnemo Daniel of the
Nigerian consulate in New York.
When that revenue diminishes,
the country has less money to send
here to finance its students on U.S.
campuses, he points out.
Nigerian students typically arrive
here on a federal scholarship, a
Nigerian state scholarship, or on a
private scholarship, NAFSA's
Stewart says.
Some students with scholarships
from the Nigerian state of Oyo have
not gotten their living allowances
since June, she reports. Some tuition
payments have been in arrears since
spring, 1982.
But "it's not just Nigeria that
schools are having trouble getting
money from," adds Julie Kyllonen

Rose, coordinator of NAFSA's
Nigerian operations and foreign student advisor at Iowa State.
Schools have to be "very careful
about Ghana, Uganda, Iran and
Gambia."
Rose, "speaking for myself, not
NAFSA," has even urged some administrators not to accept any more
Nigerian students.
The University of Southern
California, which is the second biggest draw for foreign students in the
U.S. (after Miami-Dade CommUnity
College), has already started to
refuse to register foreign students
who have outstanding debts.
USC administrator Elena Garate
adds, "I'm not sure if the problem is
in Washington or in Nigeria."
The Nigerian Embassy in
Washington acts "as a clearinghouse," sending payments on to
Nigerian consulates around the
country, which then directly pay the
schools, says a spokeswoman in the
embassy's education department.
The students themselves rarely
have anything to do with paying the
bills. "We pay the bills as they arrive," the spokeswoman claims.
"For some time there have been

delays," concedes Daniel in the
Nigerian counsulate in New York.
Columbia, with the third largest
foreign student enrollment in the
U.S., has "a policy of requiring a
deposit of one year's tuition prior to
getting permission to register" from
some Nigerian scholarship students,
says foreign student advisor Richard
Tudisco.
The University of Michigan also
requires money up front now.
Michigan International Center Director John Heise tells foreign students,
"Don't come unless you have
$17,000. We repeat that so loudly
and shrilly and often, they don't
come if they don't have $17,000."
Not all foreign students are suffering from the OPEC fallout. "If you
are Nigerian, things are going very
badly," Heise says. "If you are Saudi
Arabian, you are doing very well."
Things have even improved
somewhat for Mexican students at
Columbia since Mexico dropped its
ban on shipping pesos overseas to
pay for education, Tudisco says.
But for many, "it's going to be a
long stuggle" to keep oil-country
foreign students enrolled in the U.S.,
Rose believes.

Increase Expected In Private School Enrollment
Washington, D.C. (CPS)
Last fall private colleges shuddered in what they feared was the
first stage of a long-expected decline
in enrollment, while public schools
managed a marginal nationwide
gain of 27,000 students.
But a just-completed study of
freshman applications for the fall,
1983 term suggests just the opposite
might happen next year.
The number of freshman applications at private colleges is up seven
percent over this time last year, according to the Chronicle of Higher
Education's annual survey of admissions trends, while applications to
public schools have dropped by
eight percent.
If those application figures hold,
observers say, they represent a
dramatic and unanticipated reprieve
for many of the nation's 1600 independent colleges and universities.
"We certainly weren't expecting
[the increase in applications], and at
this point aren't quite sure what to
make of it," confesses Bill
McNamara, spokesman for the National Association of Independent
Colleges and Universities (NAICU).
"We hope it's a good sign," he
adds warily, "but early applications
aren't really a reliable barometer of
what could happen next
September."
"Out of all those students who apply, there'll be a lot of no-shows and
a lot of cancellations, so it's very difficult to say what will happen in the
end," he explains.
Public colleges, which expect
their student populations to hold

negative about this year's enrollment than we originally thought," he
notes, "especially since financial aid
wasn't cut like some people
predicted. But once you get a
downturn like we had this fall, it's
extremely hard to pull out of it in
one year's time."
The downturn was dramatic.
Private college enrollment fell by
nearly four percent since the 1981-82
year.
Observers attributed the decline
to a student migration from the
more expensive independent campuses to cheaper four- and two-year
public colleges.
The four-year public college
population did grow marginally,
while community college enrollment jumped by an estimated four
percent.

level next year, are similarly baffled
by the early applications dropoff of
eight percent.
"We aren't expecting any kind of
a drop of that magnitude in actual
enrollment next fall," says Gary
Hudgens, spokesman for the National Association of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges.
Hudgens speculates the decline
reflects student reluctance to apply
to schools early more than it does a
coming decrease in public campus
enrollment.
NAICU also plans to stick with its
original projections of next fall's
private college populations for the
time being, McNamara says,
"although we'll be pleasantly surprised if those early application
figures hold true."
"We're making an effort to be less

Enrollment Steady Through 1988
by Steve Campion

There is no need to worry about
overpopulation at the University of
Puget Sound. Enrollment has leveled
off and will remain steady through
the school's centennial year, 1988
according to John Finney, Director
of Institution Research.
"The student population has not
grown in the past year," Finney said.
In fact, the population "has stayed
the same for the last three years."
For the spring, 1983 term, 3053
students are attending UPS, including 2595 attending full time
.

Those figures are constant with 1980
figures.
One reason for the steady population at UPS is a budgetary one. "The
budget is pegged at 2710 students,"
Admissions Director George Mills
said. After accounting for both full
time and part time students, the
budget equivalent currently stands
at 2715
Another reason might come from
high schools. "Certainly there is not
an increase in the number of
.

continued on page 15
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UPS Parking Situation
by Gael Goodwin

No Real Changes Foreseen By S&S's Garrett

The parking situation has long
been an area of contention at UPS
-one that "heads have rolled over,"
according to Department of Safety
and Security director Ron Garrett.
Tension between parking officials
and violators has been recorded as
far back as the 1960's. Little resolution has been achieved in the parking problem, although recent
measures have attempted to
alleviate the difficulties of parking
on the UPS campus.
In his position Garrett frequently
hears complaints of inadequate
parking facilities and unfairly
delivered parking citations. Garrett
acknowleded that within the internal campus there exists an insufficient amount of parking space. On
-the perimeters of campus, however,
adequate parking spaces are
available. The Fieldhouse lot provides numerous and frequently
unoccupied parking spaces. Presently UPS offers the following number
of restricted and unrestricted parking facilities: resident students 351,
commuter students 271, faculty and
staff 423, and 1433 open spaces in
which anyone may park. Garrett
believes that the Fieldhouse lot,
capable of containing 1162 vehicles,
is largely unoccupied due to its lack
of proximity. Faculty and students
reluctant to park in a slightly less
desirable facility may park their
vehicles in a restricted area,
resulting in ticketing.
Lawrence Avenue, across from the
SUB is such a restricted area. Signs
prohibiting parking and the bus stop
shelter are clearly visible, yet
vehicles are frequently parked here.
Vehicle ticketing along this area is
the responsibility of the Tacoma
Police Department, completely independent of UPS parking regulations since it is a public
thoroughfare. The Department of
Traffic Engineering is responsible for
the upkeep of restricted areas to ensure that thye are designated as
such Offending vehicles are
ticketed if the Pierce County Transit
drivers are unable to maneuver
around the corner of 15th and
Lawrence Avenue. Drivers call their
complaints directly to the Tacoma
Police Departmant. The TPD will
then ticket the vehicles.
Garrett believes that the ideal
solution to the UPS parking difficulties would be a completely
open parking system. Such a system
would remove the responsibility to
ticket vehicles according to
restricted areas. This would also
moderate the disaccord among resident students, commuter students,
and faculty/staff that the present
situation produces. Unfortunately
that shall never occur, according to
Garrett. There are too many exceptions to be granted: handicapped
parking, delivery and plant department vehicles, visitors.
Recent changes have occurred in
an attempt to alleviate the difficulties of parking on the University
campus. The Anderson/Langdon lot
now allows 44 resident students and
25 faculty and staff parking
facilities. Student parking facilities

Signs of 20-year-old perking problem still evident

"The Car-Kicking Prof"

Florida Professor Convicted
Gainesville, FL (CPS)
A University of Florida professor
has been convicted of assault with a
deadly Topsider-style shoe.
Bearded English Prof. Julian Smith
readily admitted in court last week
that he angrily raised his shoe and
kicked a van illegally parked at the
Florida-Auburn football game last
fall.
But Smith says he did it only after
being "kidnapped" by the family
that owned the van, and then was ignored by campus police who refused
to give the family a parking ticket.
Smith - a former campus parking
committee member who's been dubbed "The Car-Kicking Prof" for his
vigilante enforcement of traffic
regulations - has walked over, laid
under and struck illegally parked
vehicles before.
For example, in September he
parked himself under a yellow
Gremlin a student had left on a campus sidewalk to wash. Smith refused
to move until an officer gave the student a $5 ticket.
In November, Smith stood in front
of freshman Richard Sohn's car parked on a sidewalk when Sohn tried to
move it. When the prof refused to
move, Sohn drove forward, knocking
Smith onto the car's hood.
And in October, Smith accosted
Ken Tarvin, Tarvin's family and
several friends as they parked Taryin's van on a grassy part of the campus to go to the October 30th
Florida-Auburn game.
Smith told them they were parked
illegally, but they ignored him and
proceeded to the game.
When they returned several hours
later and Tarvin opened the van's
door, however, Smith appeared and
jumped inside, hugging one of the
seats tightly.
"He told me I was parked illegally, and that he had reported it to the
police, and was waiting for them to
arrive," Tarvin told the court last
week.

But when Tarvin & Co. decided to
drive away with the professor in tow,
"He started screaming I was kidnapping him," Tarvin testified. "He
opened up the window and threw
out a note. A number of students
had gathered, and he was trying to
tell them that I was kidnapping
him."
Tarvin drove only a few blocks
before spotting Gainesville Police
Lt. Ray Willis. He stopped and
watched as Willis and several other
officers who pulled up implored
Smith to get out of the van.
Smith refused unless the officers
ticketed the van.
Tarvin, his son and two friends
then physically yanked Smith from
the van, sending him reeling into a
passing bicyclist.
Smith then angrily charged the
van, kicked in its hind panel, and
was promptly arrested.
"Was this the shoe I was
wearing?" Smith, who acted as his
own attorney, asked Willis
dramatically at the trial as he held
up a boat shoe. Willis replied he
didn't remember.
Smith explained, "The van was illegally parked, and I made every effort to get the university police to
ticket it. The officer gave the impression he was finished with the situation."
On the contrary, Asst. State Attorney Anne Kennedy says Willis
had "bent over backwards to accommodate Mr. Smith's known
peculiarities."
Circuit Court Judge Miller Lang
agreed, finding Smith guilty of
malicious mischief and criminal
trespassing. Sentencing, which could
bring Smith up to 120 days in jail and
$1000 in fines, is scheduled for the
end of February.
But Smith is unbowed. "I do plan,
when it is reasonable, to continue
my advocacy," he pledged after the

trial.

have also increased in the lot in
front of Todd Hall, presently accommodating 66 vehicles. Thompson
Hall parking facilities remain largely
restricted to faculty and staff
vehicles, allowing only the chalet
and A-frame residents to park on the
premises. No additional changes are
foreseen in the UPS parking system.
When approaching parking difficulties Garrett stresses
reasonableness. Tickets may often
be avoided if both sides are sensible
in their approach. As of 3 March the
Department of Security has issued
1912 citations for the 1982-83 year;
almost 25 percent of the citations
have been avoided by discussing the
matter with Ron Garrett. Unfortunately, not many people are willing to be so sensible, stated Garrett.
He strongy believes that numerous
parking violators are overly critical
and abusive toward his staff, the majority of which are students. "On a
daily basis, several times a day, Safety and Security is criticized for every
ticket they write," Garrett stated. It
is a point that greatly irritates and
distresses him. "I think the thing that
offends me the most in this job is not
that people are mad that they got a
ticket, but that they take it out on
the student employees." Garrett explained, "I wish that people would
realize that the people who work
here are doing the job they're getting
paid to do, not the job they enjoy
doing." Parking violators are often
verbally abusive toward patrol and
staff, according to reports. "Basically honest people will become horribly unreasonable when it comes to
parking," stated Garrett.
Two fallacies that have circulated
the UPS campus in the past concern
the Department of Security's ability
to track violating vehicles and the
University allocation of citation
fees. Although the Department of
Security might be delayed in
ticketing an unregistered, violating
vehicle, eventually the vehicle's
license will be tracked down through
state registration. Therefore, a person may not avoid tickets through
failing to register a vehicle with the
University. Moreover, the citation
fees are not added to the Department of Security budget. Rather,
they are allocated to the University
General fund. "It's a drain of
resources and a drain of manpower
that just wouldn't occur if ofionle
went along with the rules or [the
University] would change the
system," Garrett said
The director of the Department of
Security has been, and continues to
be, open to new suggestions. Improvements have been enacted in recent years in the effort to provide a
fairer parking system at UPS. Faculty
and staff passed a resolution in 1978
that removed their ability to avoid
parking citations based on employment status. Perhaps if everyone
would accept such responsibility
and dealt with the system in a
reasonable manner, Ron Garrett's
job would be more pleasant.
.
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UPS Population

Enrollment To Remain Steady
continued from page 13

students from high school," Finney
said. "We have to work harder (attracting students) every year to
maintain the university."
The decline in graduate programs
at UPS may be another factor. While
the university maintains its programs
in education, music, and occupational therapy, it has eliminated
se,yeral graduate language programs. Between Fall, 1979, and Fall,
1982, the number of graduate
students dropped from 258 to 166.
However, that decline was intentional, Finney said. "It was a planned
shift from graduate to
undergraduate students on the part
of the trustees," he said.

In addition to no change in the
overall student population, there
has been little change in the malefemale ratio at the university. For
the spring term, women comprise 55
percent of the student enrollment.
That figure remains unchanged since
1977, following eight years of steady
increases.
There has been little change for
campus dwellers as well. Forty-two
percent of UPS students live in some
type of university housing. Dormitory residents numbered 816 last
fall. When students living in
A-frames and Union Avenue Greek
housing are added, the figure totaled 1269.

go•

Protect your employees,
your company, and
yourself from the
personal suffering and
financial loss of
cancer... call your local
unit of the American
Cancer Society and ask
for their free pamphlet.
"Helping Your
Employees to Protect
Themselves Against
Cancer." Start your
company on a
policy of good
health today!

When workers aren't there,
business doesn't work.

ACROSS
1 Tastes
5 Torrid
8 Float
12 Mine
entrance
13 Macaw
14 Silkworm
15 Appellation
of Athena
16 Soak
17 Fuel
18 Relaxed
20 Handles
22 Rubber tree
23 Meadow
24 Seem
27 Conjunction
31 Ocean
32 Eggs
33 Damaged
37 40th President
40 Mouths
41 Worthless
leaving
42 Container
45 Grow fat
49 Thought
50 Tennis stroke
52 Assistant
53 River duck
54 Reverence
55 Flower
56 Goals
57 Weight of
India
58 Seines

5 More difficult
6 Mineral
7 Gossip
8 Iterate
9 Region
10 Decree
11 Makes lace
19 Guido's high
note
21 Portuguese
coin
24 Hard-wood
FROM COLLEGE
tree
25 Edible seed
PRESS SERVICE
26 Equality
28 Pig
29 Girl's name
30 Hurried
34 Ethical teach- 38 Time period 44 Peruse
ings
46 Weary
39 Reach
35 Before
47 Redact
42 Nip
36 Texas city
48 Promontory
43 Arabian
37 Thief
51 Be in debt
seaport

CROSS
WORD
PUZZLE

1

2

trict
2 Unemployed
3 Cobblers
4 Art object

51f. Moto Cancer Society

4

5
13

15

16

6

I

7

■

14

9

11

17

23

22
24

25

ii 61

V

26

29

32

31
33

34 kali
40
43

38

"

41

■

id

as

44

49

SO

53

St

56

57

51

52
55

Answers on page 6
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UNIVERSITY OF PUGET SOUND ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
PRESENTS

`COLLEGE AND THE YEARS TO COME'
TUESDAY, MARCH 15, 1983 7:00 p.m. me 106

A REALISTIC VIEW OF JOBS V. CAREERS WITH A FOCUS ON
THE HUMANITIES, BUSINESS, NATURAL, AND SOCIAL SCIENCES.

Co-sponsored by ASUPS

10

IUU

16

42

DOWN
1 German dis-

3

12

47

48
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Alumni Speak Out
The University of Puget Sound
Alumni Association will be presenting its main student event of the
year on Tuesday evening, March 15,
1983.
U.P.S. Alumni Speak Out: "College and the Years to Come."
The program will include three
main speakers. They will talk about
the years that lie ahead after college
and how their educations have
helped them. Many alumni are now
working in a field not related to their
undergraduate studies, however,
they are doing well and are happy
with their changes.
The Alumni Association program
is a realistic view of the working
world as it exists today. Business,
social sciences, natural sciences,
and the humanities will be the main
areas focused upon.
The program will be Tuesday

RECORDS

Expeditionary Hours
SPECIAL — you get 10 days use for a
week's rental fee.
Hours will be:
3-5 pm
Sat. March 26
Sun. March 27
3-5 pm
Mon. March 28
8 am - noon
Tues. March 29
8 am - noon
8 am - noon
Wed. March 30
Thurs. March 31
8 am - noon
CLOSED:
Fri. April 1
Sat. April 2
Sun. April 3
OPEN AGAIN:
Mon. April 4
3-5 pm

Spring Break

Study Break

NEW — USED

LPs — TAPES

Large Selection Of Pipes
And Novelty Smoking Items
2703 6th Ave. Corner of 6th & Oakes
Mon. - Sat. 1-6 p.m.
272-2886
Easy Walking Distance From U.P.S.

Oppiet_46,
I

evening, March 15, 1983 in McIntyre
Hall, Room 106 at 7:00 p.m. There
will be a reception following.

TAN 1111

$1.00 OFF ONE PIZZA
(with three or more items)

AT
TERRY'S OFFICE TAVERN

3410 14. PROCTOR

752-6262

by Steve Campion

Whoever claimed you cannot
make a living off of fiction has never
consulted an astrologist.
Horoscopes can be great reading
—provided you realize there is not a
shred of truth to anything you read
in them.
"Not so!" shrieked a friend of
mine. "Horoscopes are based on
complicated star charts. Astrology is
a science." This friend went on to explain how horoscopes can help you
avoid troubles and find better times
to do certain things. Be serious! I
have read in horoscopes "be careful
when driving, today," and "watch
where your money goes, today."
These are things you should do every
day. You hardly need to consult an
astrologist to know that. Even if you
should take extra precautions on a
particular day like a horoscope tells
you, shouldn't all horoscopes warn
you of that bad day? This "science"
seems to vary from astrologist to
astrologist, each telling you to do
something different. Thus, we can
shut the door on the science theory.
"But wait!" my friend contends.
"Planets move against the zodiac
slowly making it difficult to narrow
down events day to day. The day-byday horoscopes might vary a bit but
the essential characteristics are still
true." My friend explained each
zodiac sign's characteristics. You
know the routine. She said that a
person born under a certain sign has
a personality that reflects that sign.
That means in this world of 41/2
billion people, there are only twelve
types of people. In the United States
alone, there are 27 million people of
each sign — al! alike.
"Don't be silly," she said. "When
you are born under a sign you don't
have all of the traits of that sign. You
have most but not all." I was glad to

hear that. That explains how people
come in such variety. So, I checked
out her theory to see if it held water.
I found that it wouldn't even hold a
damp sponge. I belong to the last
sign — Pisces — and supposedly hold
most of the traits of that sign. Looking over the list of other Pisces, I
found it difficult to try to mold the
true Pisces personality. I share the
sign with Albert Einstein, Johnny
Cash, Mohammed Ali, and Henny
Youngman. I also share it with Bernadette Peters, Ralph Nader,
Michelanglo, Buffalo Bill, and Tony
Randall. It is fascinating to think we
are, for the most part, all alike.
Sometimes the horoscope for your
sign says "an old friend will call you
today." Think of it. That means 27
million people in the United States
should expect "an old friend" to
call. That is a mighty busy day for
Ma Bell. When a horoscope like that
shows itself, I like to check the other
signs to see what 27 million people
will be doing the calling. Logically, if
your sign says "an old friend will call
you today," some other sign must
say "you will call an old friend today." It is strange, but I have never
seen that one appear. Who will be
calling? Somebody has to.
Horoscopes can be great fun to
read and compare. Indeed, some
years ago I learned the traditional
technique for making horoscopes
and enjoyed drawing the charts and
forecasting. The method was extremely accurate. I recall making a
horoscope for a Cancer and
everything in it came true for him. In
fact, everything in it came true for
Geminis, Scorpios, and Capricorns,
too. What is the traditional method,
you ask? Consult the planets, consult the stars, guess, be vague, and
see what happens.
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LOGGER SPORTS
Christian Crusaders Blitz Loggers In Season Finale
by Sheldon Spencer
Those assembled in the
Fieldhouse Sunday afternoon to
witness visiting Athletes In Action
clPub the UPS men's basketball team
102-82 also saw eras close, a dream
fold and another thrive.
Seniors Norman Brown and Bill
Bakamus played their final Logger
game in front of the placid crowd.
Each provided flashes of brilliance
against the venerable AIA squad
that promises future employment of
his court skills should an opportunity arise.
By halftime of the contest, a
dream folded. Announcement came
from NCAA regional headquarters
that Humboldt State, Chapman College, Bakersfield State and San Fransisco State composed the Western
schools selected for this playoff
season. The Loggers, who ended the
regular season with a 17-13 record,
played three of the four schools
during the season and snared
one victory, defeating Chapman
College in the UPS Holiday Classic
last December.
During the rest of the afternoon, a
dream thrived. Athletes In Action, a
contingent of former college cage
stars which use basketball as a vehicle for spreading their religious
beliefs, notched its thirty-first victory in thirty-five games. More importantly, the Anaheim, California
based organization reached another
audience with its message, thereby
giving hope that the mission will be

NCAA Overlooks UPS In Playoff Selection
able to weather tough economic
times. Player's average salaries are
less than $12,000 annually and virtually all income for the organization comes through gate receipts
and donations. The interdenominational Christian troupe consisted of
two teams this year: an AIA-America
and an AIA-Canada, the latter
visiting the Fieldhouse last Sunday.
Yet next year, the teams will meld into one North American unit and
chances are some marginal players
will have to relocate in the organization if they are allowed to stay at all.
Occasionally, Athletes In Action
is able to snag the services of a wellknown college star. This year,
Depaul's Terry Cummings, a two
time All-American center-forward
and an ordained Pentecostal Church
minister, found contract negotiations with the National Basketball
Association's San Diego Clippers difficult. For a while, Cummings and
AIA looked like an ideal pairing for
the 1982-83 season. Alas, the Clippers lured Cummings back into their
fold with a satisfactory contract,
and AIA missed a potential major
drawing card.
The Cummings case has its antithesis in the person of four year
AIA veteran forward Mavin Delph.
An All-American swingman at the
University of Arkansas for part of his
four year stay, Delph teamed with
Razorbacks Sidney Moncrief and
Ron Brewer to give coach Eddie Sut-

ton a Southwest Conference dynasty. In Delph's senior year, Arkansas
finished third in the NCAA tourney.
The trio of great stars formed The
Three Basketeers and promising pro
basketball careers seemed in the offing.
Though Moncrief and Brewer are
recognizable NBA stars, Delph toils
in the relative anonimity the AIA is
cloaked in. Yet this way of life is by
choice, he maintains. "I was drafted
by the Boston Celtics after my senior
year in the fourth round (after he

had been picked in the fourth round
by San Diego in 1978) but I did not
report to camp." Delph is not
enamored of the life pro basketball
offers; the fast lane does not mesh
with his upbringing in small-town
Arkansas.
Yet spreading the word he
believes in does mix with his ambitions, so he jukes, feints, and scores
for Jesus instead of the Celtics. His
only problem is that the game may
not last much longer.

Peyton: Track Outlook Upbeat
The Logger track team wasted no
time showing their competitors what
they could do during the Central
University Invitational meet.
"I'm proud to be a part of the UPS
track team," said Coach Peyton.
"They did very well for their first
meet." Coach Peyton had every right
to be proud, he had three freshman
women who let their competitors
know that they would be hard to
beat this season. Freshman Duffer
Heilers hurled not only the shot but
also the discus, placing 3rd in the
shot put and winning the discus
event with a throw of 115'8.5.
Heather Sullivan couldn't be stopped. She won the 1500 meter run,
with freshman Cheryl Moore and
Glynn Watt close behind, her time
was 4:44.1. Heather also won Nationals. Cheryl Moore was only
seconds behind, finishing second,
and sophomore Maureen Hood
finished 6th.
Moving to the fast track, freshman
Patience Harrison had no problem in
the 100 meter hurdles. Patience won
the event and set a new school
record with a time of 16.9.

Senior Jeff Green and J L.r.'or Brian
Threlkeld placed 4th and 5th in the
shot put. Jill Yoder place 4th in the
long jump. Sophomore Don Erickson
and Junior Ron Bagby both placed
2nd in the high jump. Geoff Brewer
and John Williams placed 3rd and
6th in the triple jump.
Freshman Jill Yoder and
Sophomore Sharon Watson finished
2nd and 5th in the 400 meter run.
In the sprints, Senior Paul Fawcett
finished 5th in the 110 meter
hurdles. Freshman Katie Elder and
Sophomore Ava Williams finished
3rd and 6th in the 100 meter dash.
Junior Walter Hines finished 2nd in
the 400 meter hurdles and Kip Foster
finished 4th for the women.
Overall, it was a very good meet
for the Loggers. Saturday the Loggers will run at PLU in the Salzman
relays.

P ho to by Pres ton APa tton

by Marlene Dean

UPS freshman Ben Davis powers for tip-in against Athletes In Action in March 6 varsity traskethal
contest.

Racketeers Rolling Along
by Marlene Dean
The Women's Varsity Tennis team
is off to a good start. "We have a
physically talented team this year,
they are good 'all around' players,"
said Dawn Bowman, who has been
the Varsity Tennis coach for 8 years.
Their record is 4-4, but what is unique about this team is that they play
Division I teams, which are teams
from larger, higher athletically ranked universities. "Playing Division I
teams helps us to grow," said Coach

Bowman.
"The first couple of games we 'got
the nerves' but that's normal,
especially with so many freshman
players," said Coach Bowman.
Last weekend the team went on a
road trip to Oregon, defeating
University of Portland 8-1, Oregon
State University 8-1, and losing only
to University of Oregon 1-8.
continued on page 18
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Swimming: Sharp Sixteen Set For Nationals
by Sheldon Spencer

•

Don Duncan surveys the seven
members of his men's swim team
practicing f• -)r the upcoming national
championships and he is buoyed by
confidence.
The elation is not a feeling he is
unfamiliar with. Twenty-six years as
the primary swim coach for the
University of Puget Sound have
helped him grow accustomed to national recognition as mentor of a national swim power. The last six
seasons the Logger aquamen have
finished sixth, fifth, fourth, third and
second in the nation, so Duncan has
justification to be optimistic about
this year's chances.
He tempers his optomism, though,
with the fact that this year's squad,
which finished with a 6-5. record, is a
young one. It is also one which is
missing the talents of graduated
stars Bob Jackson, Lyle Nally and
Leo Kosenkranius, who hold their
share of school records. "This year,
for the first time in many years, we
did not break one school record. It's
due to lack of experience because
we graduated seven seniors last year
and the number of records they
broke is just something else. This
team has done very well, but when
you lose swimmers like Dob Jackson
and a lot of our district swimmers
you are not going to be setting many
school records for a couple of
years."
Still, this is a talent laden team. As
of late February, Steve Schmidt's
time of 9:43.90 in the 1,000 yard
freestyle is the second best time in
the country among NCAA Division II
swimmers. Freshman Ted Bibbes'
time in the 200 yard backstroke is a
1:57.08, that ranks him third overall.
Robb Powers has turned in one of
the fastest times in the nation in the
100 yard breaststrokes, 2:04.49. The
relay teams, competing in the 400
yard medley relay and the 400
freestyle, rank first and sixth in the
country in those events respectively.
The prospects for the nationals,
which will be held in Long Beach,

California March 16-19, would be
even brighter if freestyle specialist
Tom Roth had not become an
academic casualty. Roth turned the
second fastest 50 yard freestyle
clocking and the seventh fastest 100
yard freestyle during the regular
season.
A quiet confidence carries most of
these swimmers through their
workouts and pervades their outlook
on their personal prospects at nationals. Co-Captain Schmidt, who
will compete solo in the 500
freestyle and the 1650 freestyle as
well as swimming on the 400 and 800
relay squads, has been a Logger
competitor for three seasons now
and is one of the veterans who
knows what to expect from himself
at Long Beach. "My freshman year I
felt I had to prove myself worthy to
be on the team, but I did do well.
Last year it was basically the same
team but the pressure I put on

myself was gone, and the internal
motivation to do well was gone so I
didn't do as well. This year, all the
big guys are gone and it's kind of on
an even keel. All of the guys are
about the same age and, for me
anyway, there aren't upper classmen
to look up to like I did freshman
year."
This year Division II schools will
experiment with the proposal of running the women's championships interchangeably with the men's
playoffs. Women's Head Swimming
Coach Robbie Chandler and Diving
Coach Roy Young will bring nine
Lady Loggers to Long Beach.
Heading the contingent will be diver
Tiina Kosenkranius, who Coach Duncan says represents part of "the best
diving program in the Northwest."
The magnificent nine are:
Julie Linford
Jennifer McFall
Cheryl Eichner

Diane Boene
Anita Hochscheid
Sarah Rudolph
Kathy Lee
Kathy Knutson
Tiina Kosenkranius
Representing the men are the
septet of Ted Bibbes, Steve Schmidt,
Robb Powers, Chris Sollars, Eric
Wolgemuth, Damon Beninger and
Trevor Jones.
Placing among the top twelve
competitors in each event merits
earning All-American status for the
year. With 40 schools expected to be
represented in the men's meet alone,
the ranking among the top dozen is
no small feat.
Taking into account the natural
progression the program has experienced in the last six seasons
towards the top, one thinks the national championship that has
somehow eluded Duncan's clutches
will take a simple wade into shallow
waters to capture.

Loss To Western Ends Season

Lady Cagers Pointing To Next Year
by Marlene Dean

The Women's Varsity basketball
team wraps up the season with an
overall record of 13-16, finishing
third in their district.
The women had a fairly good
season. Though their overall record
isn't very impressive, making it to
the playoffs and placing third in
District I NAIA is. During the
playoffs the Loggers defeated their
first opponent Seattle University.
This win was especially important,
not only did it enable the women to
continue in the playoffs, it was the
first time in the history of UPS that
the women were able to beat S.U.
The Loggers weren't as lucky with

Western University. It was a close
game until Western began to
dominate the second half, defeating
the Loggers 69-57 and winning the
District Championship.
The loss didn't break Coach Sally
Leyse's spirit, she's already begun
plans for next season. "We've got
alot to build on; we're only losing
two seniors and recruiting is going
well," said Leyse. "We've also got a
couple of exciting games to look forward to next year. Around
Thanksgiving we'll play Washington
State in The Tacoma Dome and also
San Diego State in January. Both
teams are Division I powers and it

will give us a chance to compare
skills."
Coach Leyse also wants to work
on the team's overall win-loss
record. "I think things will improve,"
says Coach Leyse optimistically.
Coach Leyse feels that UPS has
finally realized that there is another
varsity basketball team besides the
men's. "UPS finally knows who we
are, hopefully we'll get even more
support next year," says Leyse.
Since most of the players will be
returning next year and Coach Leyse
has a season under her belt, there is
no doubt that the women Loggers
will be a hard team to beat.

Bowman's Net Charges Now 4-4
continued from page 17

Although they lost one tournament,
it didn't bother Coach Bowman.
"Sure winning is fun, but the most
important thing is taking the risk to
get that ball across the court one
more time," said Bowman.
Coach Bowman is proud of all her
12 players. Freshman Suzie Fitgerald
has had a great season of 7-0, but
Coach Bowman said, "Each player is
equally important, you can't win
with just one player. Each player
plays hard, never gives up and
possesses good mental concentration. At this level in tennis, mental

concentration is important."
Friday the team will face PLU,
who placed 5th in the nation last
year. Coach Bowman is really confident. Her team has been working
hard and are anxious to play PLU. "I
think we can beat them," said
Bowman.
Since Coach Bowman is no longer
the Women's Athletic Director, she's
had more time to coach her team
properly and to teach classes.
The UPS vs. PLU game will be
held Friday at 9:00 in the Fieldhouse.
Come and check them out.

INTRAMURAL NOTES

Men's &vim Team readies for Nationals, March 1619

Please Note that Spring Basketball Championships will be held on
Mon-Wed-Thurs/March 21, 23, 24.
These are the final dates so please
make necessary arrangements for
your team to be available.
Free Throw Contest . . . Scheduled
for March 14th; 6:30 pm in the upper
fieldhouse gym. Sign up today!!
has been
3 on 3 basketball

scheduled for March 15th one da
event (depends upon number o'
teams entered; may go two days)
Sign up today. We need your interest!
Spring Softball is here again!! Entries Due: Monday, March 14. Mandatory Manager's Metting: Wed
March 16; 6:00 pm FH No. 2.
Men/Women/Coed divisions offered!
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See Spot run.
See Sally run. See Dick chase
Jane. See Jane chase Dick.
Feel the rain. See the flowers.
Watch them grow. Step in fertilizer.
Watch your step.
It is too late. See Spot run.
As any schoolchild knows, this is
the season. 'Tis the season for stories
historic, love heroic, and humor
sophomoric.
'Tis the season for Breakfast for
Champions baseball predictions.
This is your primer for diamond doings 1983. It is your responsibility as
a student of the game to keep this
primer in good condition. Frame it
and mount it. Come November,
prepare to sing praises.
THE AMERICAN LEAGUE EAST
(In order of finish)
Detroit Tigers
Cleveland Indians
Toronto Blue Jays
New York Yankees
Milwaukee Brewers
Boston Red Sox
Baltimore Orioles

I-

WOO

This is the Dissension Division.
Every move made by its members is
born out of infighting, backbiting, or
simple dissatisfaction with mediocrity. Sparky Anderson's Detroit Tigers
have been on the brink of pennant
winning status for three years now
and last year looked like The Year
until the usual rash of injuries and a
killing streak of setbacks turned
back the Tiger clock. Some fans
blamed Anderson's managing for
Kirk Gibson's failure to be the incarnate Mickey Mantle last year so
Sparky's head is the first on the
block. Because we believe the team
will respond to adversity and lead
the city out of the doldrums, Detroit
merits first place. Besides, we like
the Olde English 'D' insignia inscribed on caps and jerseys.
Two years ago Sport Magazine
picked the Cleveland Indians as the
American League team of the future.
After featured player Joe Charbaneau's banishment to the minors
and Manager Dave Garcia's departure after last year's disappointment,
Cleveland faithful are hoping that
the future is now. Based on our
dissension theory, new Manager
Mike Ferraro's recent kidney surgery
bodes well for the always jinxed
Tribe.
The Toronto Blue Jays are bound
to bust out of the East's second division someday, and with the development of young stars like second
baseman Damaso Garcia and outfielder Lloyd Moseby combined with
consistent veteran performances
from pitcher Dave Steib and
designated hitter Barry Bonnell, the
BJ's will find someday this summer.
Hey, wait a sec, you say to
yourself: if the dissension theory
works for teams that are constantly
fighting amongst themselves, logic
would follow that the New York
Yankees and the final chapter in that
sad trilogy "The Bill and George
Story" would have a happy ending at
the top of the division. How come
they are forecast for fourth place?
The answer's simple: logic has little
to do with this forecast. The only
reason the Yankees are ranked this
high on the totem pole is out of
respect for the talents of Dave Winfield, who started to earn that
respect and his $23 million salary
with last year's stellar performance

Breakfast For Champions
A Weekly Sports Opinion Column
by Sheldon Spencer
(a better that .290 average, more
than 30 homeruns and 90 RBI's).
Yankee owner George Steinbrenner
will fire Billy Martin when the act
gets stale.
As for the Milwaukee Brewers,
Boston Red Sox and Baltimore
Orioles, we do not like those teams.
THE AMERICAN LEAGUE WEST
Oakland Athletics/Seattle
Mariners
Minnesota Twins
Texas Rangers
Chicago White Sox
California Angels
Kansas City Royals
This is the Everything That Is
Good About Baseball Division. The
traditional baseball clubs of old
were built via trades in the circuit
and raids on the farm system. The
best wheeler dealers in the major
leagues inhabit the AL West: owner
Roy Eisenhardt of Oakland, Eddie
Einhorn of Chicago and to a certain
extent Calvin Griffith of Minnesota.
The best farm system in all of Major
League Baseball belongs to
Oakland, with the Seattle, Minnesota and Kansas City cooperatives
not far behind in the ranks. And
justice prevails in this division, for
teams that have a history of pillaging the game through the free agent
system will all bite the dust the pennant scramble among the top three
teams will create.
Let us look again at those rankings. Stop laughing. For the first time
ever, a reputable forecaster predicts
a tie for first place honors between
two recent cellar dwellers. Thanks to
wise trades, spendthrift free agent
acquisitions, and patience, Oakland
and Seattle will be markedly improved over any previous franchise editions. The return of Ricky Henderson
to the .300 hitting plateau he happily
occupied before becoming preoccupied with early entry into
Cooperstown (by virtue of 126 stolen
bases) will strengthen a lineup that
includes perennial .300 hitter Carney
Lansford (rescued from the Red Sox)
and this year's American League
MVP, Dwayne Murphy. Combine
this plate prowess with improved pitching, especially with the bullpen
ace Tom Burgmier in the stable, and
improved defense with Lansford
manning third base, Wayne Gross at
first and young Mike Davis in right
field and the Athletics have a date
with first place.
This does not automatically rule
out the Mariners, though. Everyone's
favorite hardball outfit made
tremendous strides under Rene
Lachemann in his 1st full season and
with a paucity of talent compared to
the bumper crop in spring training
now. Newly made sailors Cliff Hurdle and Pat Putnam will make the
Mariner brass look like geniuses
both of these players have tarnished
reputations and were on the verge of
leaving the minor leagues permanently before Seattle sent a boat
ashore. We predict a rebirth of these
players and the emergence of
holdover M's Bill Caudill and Dave
Henderson as prime candidates for

Cy Young and MVP laurels, respectively. After a tie breaking postseason game, the M's will have to
settle for second place.
In Minnesota, the doormat Twins
are no more. How do we make that
statement about essentially the
same cast that lost 96 games last
year? Well, Kent Hrbek, Gary Ward,
Gary Gaetti and the gang won 44 of
their last 92 games after a
disasterous start by playing with
pride and poise, elements missing
from their pre-All Star break play. If
owner Calvin Griffith can keep his
pudgy hands off the merchandise for
most of the season, the Twins will
wreck revenge on those who laughed last year at the "Twinkies."
Texas will finish fourth becaue
Doug Rader is a smart young
manager and the Rangers are a franchise in dire straits, so they have to
make some semblance of improvement this year. The Chicago White
Sox are just a baseball club in ChiTown, nothing more. Reggie Jackson
will can about 45 homers this year
for the California Angels, but this is
an organization that is in reverse
after dumping Gene Mauch, a class
manager if there ever was one, last
year. (Do not buy that "Mauch
resigned without pressure from
management" story.)
The only thing the Kansas City
Royals have going for them are an
occasional George Brett hot streak,
the presence of Vida Blue and a
pretty stadium.
NATIONAL LEAGUE EAST
Chicago Cubs
Montreal Expos
New York Mets
St. Louis Cardinals
Pittsburgh Pirates
Philadelphia Phillies
This is the Destiny Division. This
year marks the last year the Chicago
Cubs have to win a pennant before
our republic is overwhelmed by
subversive forces. The last year a
pennant flew proclaiming the Cubs
champions of anything, your English
professor danced the BoogieWoogie Saturday nights at Pop's. If
the Cubbies do not win this pennant
outright, look for a memo coming
from the commissioner's office proclaiming Chicago honorary champions. For no reason other than a
charitable heart, we proclaim the
Cubbies winners of a pennant before
the dawn of 19,84.
If the Cubs do not justify our
award, and chances are they will
not, then the East will become a dog
fight between the Expos and the
Mets. The edge goes to the Canadians because for the past two years
they have had the best personnel in
the circuit but have been grounded
by a player's strike and a general
team dislike for tough and talented
manager Dick Williams, who is now
minding the San Diego Padres. Expos
Andre Dawson and Gary Carter are
among the best total average hitters
in the game. Al Oliver, the percentage hitter of note, finally got his
batting crown last season. Steve
Rogers is the class of pitchers.
•

The Mets have Mookie and that is
about all. Yet Mookie Wilson's
presence will be enough for the Mets
to outdistance the World Champion
(we use the term loosely) St. Louis
Cardinals, who just cannot possibly
have the luck they enjoyed last summer again. The Pittsburgh Pirates are
boring, and the Philadelphia Phillies
are old hat, especially with an infield
that could possibly consist of oldtimers Joe Morgan, Tony Perez and
Pete Rose. Each of those guys
should be endorsing Geritol any day
now. Rose already has the market
cornered on hair dye.
NATIONAL LEAGUE WEST
Atlanta Braves
San Diego Padres
San Francisco Giants
Houston Astros
Cincinnati Reds
The Los Angeles Dogs
This is the Ugly Division.
Everything that makes baseball the
most boring sport this side of cricket
is contained within five of the six
clubs. The lone exception are the
Atlanta Braves, who play some of
the world's most exciting baseball.
Thanks to maverick owner Ted
Turner, the Braves are the most
popular team in the American outback: places like Waterloo, Iowa
have gone so far as to post
billboards proclaiming the Braves
"Waterloo's Team." With Napoleon
Turner at the helm the Atlantans
may rewrite history and give their
dedicated Georgia fans a league
championship, the first one since the
Braves moved to Atlanta in 1966.
Bob Horner, Dale Murphy, Jerry
Royster and crew will return to the
league championship series. That is
a certainty.
Unless, of course, the San Diego
Padres can change matters any. Last
season the Padres almost single
handedly dismantled a story-book
Atlanta season by knocking the
Georgians against the ropes long
enough for hated Los Angeles to
make a run at the pennant. This
season may see a repeat of their success, if Manager Williams can get exMariner Rupert Jones to produce
full season along the lines of his fine
early season performance that
merited him an All Star Team berth.
The San Francisco Giants just
might take it all. Then again, maybe
not. If Frank Robinson can stomach
Jack Clark, and vice versa, the
Giants may bring the Park of Winds,
Candlestick Park, another flag to
blow in the squall.
The Houston Astros have Nolan
Ryan and the Astrodome and that is
all. The Cincinnati Reds, losers of a
club record of 102 games last year,
are getting their just desserts. The
Los Angeles Dod—er— Dogs, with no
Steve Garvey, may lose even more
often than the Reds did. If they do,
everything will be right in the world.
The Braves will nudge the Cubs
back to their dens in seven playoff
games. Oakland will declaw the
Tigers in five games. The Athletics
and Braves will engage in a series of
games worthy of the "World Championship" appellation. The Athletics
will win Game Seven via a Steve McCatty six hitter and a pair of Dwayne
Murphy home runs.
How about the score of the game
you ask? Do not ask such questions,
you silly bunny. This is only a primer.
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THE COMBAT ZONE
The Combat Zone is Intended as a satirical work and has, as such been
set off from the rest of the newspaper. Any resemblance to any person,place or thing Is purely coincidental.

Patton Wins
The 1983-84 A.S.U.P.S. PresidentElect Preston Patton addressed his
constituents at an informal gathering in the Cellar last Thursday night.
The attentive crowd packed the
room to hear Patton's very first
speech as President. Patton promised the mob that the first order of
business he would address is a motion to adjourn. He believes that
making such a motion at the beginning of each Senate meeting will
serve to keep the Senators on their
toes.
"Too many times motions are
made, seconded, and passed without
any consideration of their content.
This way, if the Senate is sleeping,
they will adjourn themselves, and go
home with no meeting. This is a

method of behavior modification
not unlike sending children to bed
without dinner. Besides, they cannot
do anything ridiculous if they are
not in session."
Preston will begin making good on
his campaign platform by serving
free beer in the A.S.B. office on
March 15. He requests that all who
participate provide their own coffee
mugs, so he will not be caught with
bottles or cans. While the new President does not propose to turn the
campus upside down over night, he
has given his personal guarantee
that things will be real different
soon. Last Thursday he went so far
as to say, "If there is not a three ring
circus in Jones Hall next week, I am
not the President."

U.P.S. Boys State
Register now for Camp UPS Boy's
State! When you attend Boy's State,
you will aquire such valuable skills
as slogan phrase coining for bushleague politics. Just think, you can
say things like, "I can, together we
can," "I want the job, not the title,"
"Vote Experience," Dedicated and
Determined," "Stay the Course," or
"Experience Counts." You will also
learn to cite such qualifications for
yourself as willing to get involved,
and able to communicate. Boy's

State is also an excellent opportunity to preview fraternity rush. If you
have the wardrobe, you are a shoein.
This is your chance to taste the
thrill of victory, and the agony of
defeat in one weekend. Of course
the legislation you pass will be utterly meaningless to anyone who has
not experienced Boy's State
themselves. But it will look good on
campaign fliers when you move up
to the big leagues (ASB politics?)

The Life Of Brian
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Be sure to read the Life of Brian
part two. This continuing saga of a
Cunningham Fellow who goes to
Asia and loses his youthful virtue is
sure to capture the imagination of
every bookbound introvert on the
road to magna cum laude graduation. Brian is a man's man. He is able
to participate in brutal contact
sports, and still manages to find time
for his life long study of Japanese

flower arrangement. Adventure
abounds as Brian explores the
mysteries that have been plaguing
scholarly monks for centuries.
When you read this epic novel,
you will laugh and cry with Brian as
he discovers existentialism, solipsism, anarchy, and utopia. Brian is a
model of the goals behind the
"education for a life time" ideal.

"Brilliant, every parent ought to
read this and treat it as a manual on
how their own child ought to turn
out."
Gene Snagley, Better Parenting
Magazine

"If only every boy would liken
themselves to Brian, there would be
no more drugs on campuses, and the
libraries would once again be places
of study."
Harve Smith, John Birch Society

"Intellectually erotic"
Hugh Hefner, Playboy Magazine

"What a brilliant piece of satire on
the American Dream"
Abby Hoffman, Mother Jones
Magazine

